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Over the past several years, the

Internet has become fertile ground

for the discussion, creation, and

evolution of various "alternative

points of view," more popularly

known as "conspiracy theories."

The combination of near-zero

cost-of-entry required to build an

opinionated website with the high

availability of collaborative

discussion forums have created what some call a renaissance for conspiracy

theorists. Ranging from ludicrous and uninformed flights of fancy to thought-

provoking essays of brilliant research, the sheer volume of online conspiracy

"chatter" is a testament to the incredible number of people who are

dissatisfied with the "official" answers to provocative questions.

With over three-million visits a month from those dissatisfied answer-seekers,

AboveTopSecret.com has emerged as the largest and most popular web site

where conspiracy theories of all kinds are created, examined, debunked,
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filtered, and matured. We turned to our members and visitors to review all of

history's conspiracies, compared with contemporary conspiracies, and created

a top-ten list of their most important conspiracy theories. Some of the topics

in the list will be as familiar as an old friend, others will be a surprise, and one

or two are completely unexpected. After 159,620 votes on 53,195 completed

ballots from 29,112 people during a six-day period, here are the top-ten most

important conspiracies:

The United States Shadow Government

2.60% of all votes

A little-publicised executive order during the Reagan administration

created the National Program Office which established a secret national

security team outside the traditional branches of the government. This

new agency with a reported multi-billion dollar budget was headed up

by covert operations loyalist Oliver North, and included then

Vice-President George Bush (Sr.), Dick Cheney, and Donald Rumsfeld

(who was not part of the administration at the time). Long time

conspiracy theorists were ultimately not surprised to see key members

of this secret national security agency placed in prominent

administration positions, and at key "action stations," at the time of the

attacks on September 11, 2001.

Soon after the 9/11 attacks, this office was given a degree of legitimacy

by the Bush (Jr.) administration and known more broadly as Project 908

or "Continuity Of Government" (COG). Because of their involvement in

national security issues, even when not officially in any administration

agency, the NPO and later COG has been the target of a great deal of

conspiracy speculation ranging from off-the-books covert activity to

having total control of the executive branch of the U.S. government.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

The Shadow Government, A Complete Info Resource

Bush administration is running a "shadow government"

Mount Weather: Secret Underground Complex

The United States' Secret Shadow Government, A Structural Analysis

FEMA The Secret Government

Political Conspiracies Forum: Recent Topics Overview

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Life is weird ......
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 4 minutes ago

I really dont like your 'Race'...oooooK,But why?
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 5 minutes ago

BREAKING New Documentary Investigates the
Death of Andrew Breitbart
  Posted 14 days ago with 94 member flags

Proof ATS is being watched!
  Posted 9 days ago with 83 member flags

Bilderberg Members Discuss Killing Ron Paul
  Posted 5 days ago with 81 member flags

My personal Vetting Of Barack Obama: I am now a
birther
  Posted 8 days ago with 80 member flags

While Americans keep arguing about Trayvon-
Zimmerman
  Posted 19 days ago with 79 member flags

"CIA are drug smugglers." - Federal Judge Bonner,
head of DEA- You don\'t get better proof than th
  Posted 10 days ago with 75 member flags

Code Name** Stellar Wind. Objective** Infiltrate All.
Chances For Sucess** High.
  Posted 10 days ago with 68 member flags

Grab Your Boomstick: The Zombie Apocalypse May
Actually Be Upon Us
  Posted 8 days ago with 60 member flags
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Controlling Hearts & Minds Through Organized Religion

2.90% of all votes

In the Book of Matthew, Jesus lays out specific instructions, "thou shalt

not be as the hypocrites are: for they love to pray standing in the

synagogues and in the corners of the streets, that they may be seen of

men." This instruction of simple and private spirituality is reflected in

the writings of many faiths, but ignored by organized religion.

Martin Luther in the 16th century, with his Ninety-Five Theses, may

have been the first well-documented conspiracy theory author. The

Christian Reform Movement began from concern over widespread

commercial corruption in the Catholic Church. Many in the reformation

were burned at the stake for being heretics, but in reality, were initially

simply seeking to guide the church back toward the tenets of simple

spirituality taught by Jesus.

To this day, the mechanisms used by major organized religions to

influence the hearts and minds of followers are a far cry from the

teachings that first spawned the faiths. From the suppression of science

to the obfuscation of human nature, the attempt to control the actions

of the populace have been well-discussed in conspiracy theory circles for

centuries.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

Religion is Social Control

The Conspiracy of Organized Religion

Religion as a tool of control

Why would anyone say religion is here to control people?

Escaping Religious Images and Delusions

Conspiracies in Religion Forum: Recent Topics Overview

The Suppression of Alternative And Free Energy Sources

2.99% of all votes

One need only look at the debacle of the EV-1 Electric Car, and how the

oil industry and big-auto (at the time) colluded with the government to

kill a superior product to understand how similar alternative energy

products and ideas have been systematically buried or outright killed.

The ruthless oil industry, with government cooperation and sometimes

active participation, has been the biggest barrier to the development of

alternative energy sources, technologies, and ideas.

Even the father of our technological age, Nikola Tesla, the inventor of

alternating current and much more, encountered stiff opposition and

suppression of his experiments (which now appear to have been very

successful) into "Zero Point Energy," or "free" energy extracted from

Homeland Security To Test Biological Sensors In
MBTA Tunnels
  Breaking Alternative News: 8 minutes ago

Federal Law Does NOT Unbind Delegates
  2012 US Elections: 21 minutes ago

Any Ideas about my strange encounter?
  The Gray Area: 21 minutes ago

Knesset votes against legalizing illegal West
Bank outposts.
  Middle East Issues: 30 minutes ago

New surveillance cameras will use computer
eyes to find 'pre crimes'
  New World Order: 30 minutes ago

FBI looks into possible White House leaks
  Breaking Alternative News: 32 minutes ago

Newest topics getting flags, in real-time:

Proof** that 'someone' is communicating to me
in dreams. **As near as possible, anyway.
  The Gray Area: 15 hours ago, 36 flags

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 25 flags

“Kill Scott Walker”: Angry libs flood Twitter with
death threats after Wisconsin recall defeat
  US Political Madness: 7 hours ago, 21 flags

Sexual Energy, Bio-Electricity, Or Kundalini
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 13 hours ago, 18 flags

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 16 flags

Land Of The Free No Longer
  General Conspiracies: 6 hours ago, 16 flags

1966 Bilderberg meeting documents - dumped
by whistle blower -
  New World Order: 6 hours ago, 13 flags

Death for singing? Pakistan search for
condemned wedding women
  Breaking Alternative News: 8 hours ago, 10 flags
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the fabric of the universe.

And today, given the maturity of known alternative energy technologies,

it shouldn't be difficult for the average household to establish nearly

complete energy self-sufficiency. However, the barriers in both cost

(through suppression efforts) and legal requirements (through

government collusion with big-oil) make it nearly impossible.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

Free Energy - Sound To Electricity

Zero-Point Energy Generation

Suppressed technologies

Free Energy and its Political Economic Reality

Brazilian Scientists Have Developed A Vacuum-Energy Motor

Peak Oil Forum: Recent Topics Overview

A Significant Global Catastrophe Will Happen In December,

2012

3.55% of all votes

The ancient Mayans possessed a sophisticated culture with a unique

perception of the universe and the role of the planets in cosmic events.

Scholars studying the Mayans have found startling accuracy within the

Mayan Calendar as it tracked days and weeks in comparison with

astronomical data and events, and which is more precise than the Julian

calendar. But the disconcerting discovery is that this highly accurate and

painstakingly prepared calendar of cosmic events has an end date of

2012, beyond which no data exists.

According to a growing number of people researching this particular

phenomenon of the calendar agree that "something significant" will

happen on the end-date. Opinions range from a simple "cycle back to

the beginning and start over," to a cosmic catastrophe that will end all

life on earth. And as more information becomes apparent, many now

believe that "the government" is fully aware of what will happen and is

very carefully suppressing the truth. One tantalizing glimpse of this

potential foreknowledge lies in the manner in which the "Y2K Bug" was

repaired in many mainframe computers -- the problem was simply

pushed forward to, you guessed it, 2012.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

Could this cause the end in 2012? New pulsar found.

Tibetan Monks See Aliens Saving Earth From Humans In 2012!

David Wilcock - Best theory on 2012 to date?

Catastrophic sun storm possible, NASA warns

The Web Bot Project Predicts Apocalypse In 2012!

2012 Forum: Recent Topics Overview

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:

Let's put it to bed:
  Rant: 9 hours ago, 119 replies

Suicide and thread warnings.
  Rant: 17 hours ago, 94 replies

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 86 replies

Why do most Religions say that sex is bad?
  Conspiracies in Religions: 8 hours ago, 64 replies

Ohio runner stops in state final to aid fallen
opponent
  Other Current Events: 6 hours ago, 57 replies

Cops Kill 1 Person a week with Tasers! Video(s)
  Other Current Events: 17 hours ago, 51 replies

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 47 replies

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 47 replies
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The Cover-Up Of Alien Technology Research at Area 51

3.56% of all votes

Few government installations inspire more speculation and flights of

fancy than the most public of secret government facilities, Area 51 in

Groom Lake, Nevada. Known to be the testing facility for the ultra-

secret "Skunk Works" projects that gave birth to advanced technologies

such as the stealth aircraft, this highly-guarded location is the stuff of

conspiracy legend.

Believed to be the final destination of the debris recovered from a alien

space craft that crash-landed in Roswell, New Mexico, many feel the

installation has been the epicenter of projects that reverse-engineer

captured extraterrestrial technology.

Those who watch and track what appear to be government tests into

highly-advanced technologies believe most of the activity at Area 51 has

been moved to other locations. However, occasional hints and tidbits of

information indicate there still may be significant efforts including the

continuation of highly advanced research, possibly with the aid of actual

extraterrestrial entities.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

Special Report: Area 51 Uncovered - New images available

Pictures from Inside Groom Lake

Recent trip to Area 51 - Guards cross the line

How do you get a job in Area 51?

Groom Lake - Here's the Truth!

Bob Lazar and Element 115

Area 51 And Other Facilities Forum: Recent Topics Overview

The Collapse of the Global Economy Was A Controlled

Demolition

3.88% of all votes

While this may, justifiably, be a sub-set of the conspiracy theory coming
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in at number-one, the contemporary nature, and real emotional and

economic pain being felt by the average person, makes this worthy of a

position in the middle of our top-ten. Taking a cue from terminology

often used in our number-three conspiracy, the "controlled demolition"

refers to the decades-long plan to destroy the collective wealth of the

average person.

In the first half of the previous century, people's financial savings were

almost exclusively tied up in bank savings, pensions, and personal real

estate (homes). Since those three simple vehicles for building or

sustaining personal prosperity were not easily controlled or manipulated

by the "powers that be," new methods were required to shift the

finances from those relatively static, uncontrollable sources, to a more

fluid and easily manipulated destination, the stock market. As a result,

the government created and promoted several methods of "saving for

retirement" that were tied to equity markets. Over time, an epic shift of

wealth storage occurred that gave rise to huge global "investment

banks" and drove equities indexes to unthinkable highs.

But savings was only part of the plan. The "powers that be" needed

access to the equity in homes. So the shift in wealth storage soon

focused on personal real estate. Unconventional mortgages were

devised and sold at a dizzying pace to unqualified buyers. In order to

fund highly exotic and risky mortgage-backed securities, both

conventional and unconventional mortgages were pushed in a frenetic

sales effort. The public was encouraged to use the equity in their

personal real estate as credit for a massive consumer culture through

home equity lines of credit, which were also folded into the exotic

securities. With these strategies, the final component of the wealth

storage shift was complete -- nearly every mortgage was tied to

impossibly complex and highly-leveraged investment products designed

to bring about catastrophe.

Now that the collective wealth of the average person had been

transitioned to easily manipulated equity markets, the stage was set.

Those few who devised this decades-long plan reaped the financial

rewards as the "bombs" were detonated and the economy collapsed

inward, resulting in the hard-earned savings of millions of people

very-nearly vanishing in mere months, and the values of their homes

crashing so hard it created millions of people with negative equity. The

populace was successfully stripped of their wealth.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

RED ALERT: FX Dislocation In Process

History of Housing Prices Chart - SHOCKING

U.S. Dollar Biggest Decline In Quarter Century

The End of The United States: The Bush Administration Plan

US Banking Collapse a 'Controlled Demolition'

VIDEO: In Debt We Trust

Global Economic Meltdown Forum: Recent Topics Overview
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The Assassination of John F. Kennedy

6.10% of all votes

Many consider the assassination of JFK as a pivotal event that was the

catalyst for evolving the culture of the United States from one of

optimism to that of skepticism. It's a defining moment as arguably the

first time where major segments of the population found reason to

reject the "official story." From that moment on, distrust in the

government began to fester with measurable impact, and the

popularization of the term "conspiracy theorist" began to take root.

With the possible exception of our number-two conspiracy, the JFK

assassination is perhaps the most discussed and most widely-accepted

conspiracy theory. The notion that factions within the government

planned the murder of the president finds itself deeply entrenched

within the culture through countless books, television shows, broadcast

and cable specials, and feature movies.

While potentially massive in scope, this theory has not achieved the

closure of lessor-scale proven conspiracies such as Iran Contra,

Watergate, and the FBI involvement in LA gang wars (to name a few).

Many believe this is because the event occurred prior to the eventual

skeptical-of-government environment that later ensued, which made

exposure of subsequent conspiracies more likely. Before the

assassination, we generally didn't want to consider our government

would lie to us, now, it's a generally accepted fact of life.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

JFK Assassination: John Connally - A Question of Position and Angle

Was Officer Tippet Supposed to Have Killed Oswald?

JFK Assassination - Old Story New Questions - The Green Man

A New Angle on the JFK Assassination

New Analysis of Oswald's Backyard Photo – JFK Assassination

Search for more JFK Assassination topics on ATS

The Attacks on September 11, 2001

14.26% of all votes

If we had performed this survey three years ago, this conspiracy theory

may have come in at the number-one spot. This is not to say there is a
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diminished amount of speculation about various levels of government

involvement, but that a layer of fatigue has found its way into

traditional conspiracy theory circles.

The basic premise behind 9/11-related conspiracy theories are relatively

simple: elements within the United States government either made

possible the events of the day, or turned a blind eye so as to allow the

attacks to happen unhindered. The core notion is very similar to the

conspiracy theories surrounding the attacks on Pearl Harbor. But

compounding these theories are two disturbing items: 1) The discovery

of Project Northwoods which was a 1962 Joint Chiefs of Staff plan to

inflict civilian casualties with hijacked aircraft as a pretext to invade

Cuba, and 2) Conspiracy theory "chatter" during the spring of 2001 that

a "false flag" terrorist attack on American soil was imminent. When

conspiracy theorists discover alarming coincidences that include key

"Shadow Government" members at action stations the morning of 9/11,

previous plans drafted by the government to do exactly what happened

on 9/11, and growing rumors of a terrorist attack that will be used as a

pretext for war, the speculation begins in earnest.

Now, some eight years later, it's nearly impossible to perform an

Internet search on the topic of the 9/11 attacks and find material that is

not related to one or more conspiracy theories. And while the event has

sparked a type of online resurgence for conspiracy theorists, in many

ways, the Internet chatter has also contributed to the lack of

mainstream adoption of this particular conspiracy. A multitude of web

sites and Internet forum postings promote a dizzying array of wildly

speculative theories that range from holographic projections and nuclear

devices to total and complete fabrication of the event through

Hollywood-style special effects, and so much more. Many who follow the

traditional conspiracy theorist path of sober analysis and relentless

research feel that some, if not many of the popularized but wild Internet

theories are distractions designed to obfuscate and hide the truth in

plain sight.

Indeed, those concerned about a "conspiracy within a conspiracy" need

only look at the dozens (if not hundreds) of factions owing allegiance of

sorts to the larger "9/11 Truth" campaign. Most of these smaller groups

have been engaged in various levels of "one-upsmanship" as ever more

speculative theories are aggressively promoted so as to attract attention

away from competing groups. The result is an impossible to discern

cacophony of competing theories, confusing or conflicting objectives,

and ultimate frustration for both those involved and those seeking to

learn. It doesn't matter that the confusing mix of theories is by accident

or design, the traditional conspiracy theorist will comment that there is

no such thing as a coincidence, and that everything happens for a

reason.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

VIDEO: 9/11 Press For Truth

FLIGHT 93 - The Biggest 911 Smoking Gun!

Bombs in the Building: Conspiracy Theory is a Conspiracy Fact

Explosions Before Both WTC Collapses and before WTC7 Collapse

9/11 ABL - Smoking Gun - This Is It

9/11 What evidence would make you believe in a conspiracy?

NIST Admits Total Collapse Of Twin Towers Unexplainable

4th Generation MicroNukes Used on WTC1,2 and 7

9-11 lets lay it on the table....please provide evidence

The North Side Flyover - Officially Documented

The Hologram Theory is dead
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Why there were no planes at the WTC

New Video: September clues exposes 911 TV Fakery

9/11 Conspiracies Forum: Recent Topics Overview

The Cover-Up of Extraterrestrial Visitation and Their Space

Craft

19.28% of combined votes

Coming in number two, we actually decided to combine the votes on

two similar categories "Extraterrestrial Cover-up" and "Cover-ups

related to UFO sightings." While conspiracy theory purists will be quick

to point out that there are quantifiable differences between the cover-up

of extraterrestrials and those of "unidentified flying objects" (especially

when considering many UFOs may be secret government projects),

there's enough crossover to combine the two.

Many respected scientists, politicians, and journalists have become

convinced of compelling evidence that not only have we been visited by

extraterrestrial beings, our government is actively pursuing

collaborative projects in exchange for access to advanced technology.

Several declassified government documents provide tantalizing clues of

active programs designed to retrieve fallen alien space craft, research

into extraterrestrial technologies, and cover-stories for various sightings

of aerial craft of fantastic operation.

And the recent widely reported sighting at the Chicago O'Hare airport

illustrates the lengths at which the government will seek to cover-up or

dispel unexplained sightings of incredible aircraft. While many people,

including pilots and tower personnel, saw an airborne object behaving in

an extraordinary way in secure airspace at the nation's largest airport,

the FAA, airlines, and official government sources did their best to deny

any such thing happened.

But unlike many other conspiracy theory categories, it should be noted

that this one is riddled with outright hoaxes fake footage of aliens and

flying saucers. In most cases, the hoaxed images are nothing more than

someone attempting to draw attention to their digital video special

effects prowess. In some cases, the hoaxes turn out to be various

"camps" of UFO aficionados playing tricks on each other. But in a few

cases, the false leads and misdirections of popularized hoaxes have

been manufactured by covert government agencies as a means to track

the progression of an online meme within the relatively small circle of

people engaged in researching the conspiracies.

To many, the mystery has been solved, we are not alone. But until the

government finally "discloses" its awareness and involvement,

extraterrestrials and UFOs will remain a high-interest conspiracy theory

category.
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More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

VIDEO: ATS Investigation At Gilliland Ranch

HOAX: Isaac CARET - Drones

HOAX: Project Serpo: Postings by "Anonymous"

HOAX: Haiti UFO Video - YouTube

NASA STS-114 UFO Footage - Can it be debunked?

Robbie Williams' Sightings - In his own words

Untersberg - The Mystery Mountain

Dozens in Texas town report seeing UFO

UFO's over house, son scared to play in the backyard

The Questions U.F.O. skeptics can't answer

Apollo 11 Armrstrong "These babies were huge, sir!"

BBC World News - Unidentified Objects

More "Anonymous" Chicago UFO images

Is every Meier photo a fake?

Aliens and UFOs Forum: Recent Topics Overview

The Secret Cabals Working Toward a Global One-World

Government

22.07% of all combined votes

And now, here we are at the number-one conspiracy theory as voted by

the members and visitors of AboveTopSecret.com. Combining three

very-similar vote categories; "Conspiracies related to the global banking

elite," "Bilderberg, Illuminati, CFR, PNAC, etc," and "New World Order &

One World Government," we have what is essentially the grand

unification conspiracy theory (even before combining the votes, the

NWO vote category was in first place).

In many ways, this is the core concept from which many other

conspiracy theories spring forth. The "New World Order" is the fabled

end-game for the power-hungry global elite that many believe are

behind the events that have shaped history and current events. The

core theory speculates that long-standing bloodlines and banking

families have entered secret arrangements to consolidate power and

influence via a global one-world government. The secret societies such

as the Bilderbergs and Illuminati (and to some extent elite Free Masons)

are at the core of the theory. Suspected members of these groups are

associated with major international banks, the Project for the New

American Century, the Council on Foreign Relations, and the

Trilateral Commission.

The people speculated to be at the center of this particular conspiracy

comprise a short-list of less than 3,000 of the who's-who in

international politics, industry, and finance. Led by the select few who

represent multi-generational family involvement for whom power

consolidation has replaced wealth accumulation, the goal is global

amalgamation in the form of a tightly controlled police mega-state.
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Contemporary events, such as the controlled demolition of the economy

and purposely failed U.S. foreign policy are seen as the latest necessary

steps toward the inevitable global police state. Even elements of the

UFO and ET technology cover-ups can be traced back to this unification

conspiracy theory as the power elite use all tools at their disposal to

refine the technologies needed to control a global population. In one

way or another, according to traditional conspiracy theorists, all lessor

conspiracies are traced back to this singular but complex theory that is

to conspiracies what string theory is to physics.

More information about this particular conspiracy theory may be

obtained from the following topics here on AboveTopSecret.com:

VIDEO: End Game

VIDEO: War Made Easy

Who's Going to Join the Zeitgeist Movement?

Get Ready Folks.

Do Not Watch This Video...

NWO Survival Planning

DHS: "You'll get a National ID and you'll Like it"

The Omega Agency: "Above The President"

Is The War Against The NWO Already Lost?

New World Order Forum: Recent Topics Overview

Secret Societies Forum: Recent Topics Overview

Survey Methodology

Members of AboveTopSecret.com were given a week to discuss what they believe are their most important or

compelling conspiracy theories. Each member submitted at least three suggested theories for a total of over

200 distinct conspiracies submitted. The master list was condensed and reviewed, with a final master-list of 35

conspiracy theories.

The final list of 35 theories was packed into a Flash-drive web-based voting system that allowed anyone to

select their top-three most important theories. All users were allowed to vote once per 24 hours, resulting in

29,112 unique respondents with a total of 53,195 completed ballots... or 159,620 actual votes.

The final votes were weighted as follows:

A vote in the first position, or most-important theory, counted for a value of 1.2.

A vote in the second position, or second-most-important theory, counted for a value of 1.0.

A vote in the third position, or third-most-important theory, counted for a value of 0.8.

The total vote-values for each conspiracy theory in the poll were tabulated and used to determine the top-10

conspiracy theories which represent 81.12% of all votes.

Link to actual survey data.

NOTE: Commentary on this thread should be limited to member contributions

of additional material or supporting links for any of the top-ten conspiracies

mentioned in this article. To provide your input on one of the other 25

conspiracy theories included in the poll that didn't make into the top-ten,
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please use this thread.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 10:05 AM by pazcat

Very nice, im suprised by the number one but i guess with current events it high on

peoples mind. I am a bit dissapointed in no7 though but thats just me.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 10:27 AM by awake_awoke

Wow, this really turned out great.

I for one can say I'm not so surprised by no. 1...though I'm disappointed 9/11

didn't take the top spot.

But like you said pazcat, with all that has been going on recently the NWO is

probably fresh in peoples minds.

The secret of how to learn a foreign

language in just 10 days. Read

here to find out...

Top cruise lines are giving away

their unsold cabins at up to 75%

off...

A proven snoring solution that may

save your life...

You could meet President Obama

for dinner. We'll cover airfare. Sign

up and get started!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 10:28 AM by blupblup

Pretty cool.

Almost what i chose.... but not quite.

good top ten though.

Cheers ATS 

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 10:29 AM by XXXN3O

reply to post by AboveTopSecret.com

I am quite surprised at some of the top ten.

Nice to see whats on peoples minds most on the site.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 10:30 AM by ravenshadow13

Almost what I chose, too! I think all three of my options (actually my top 4-5) were
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in that list, and some other good ones. Number one was a bit of a shocker for me, I

thought 9/11 would be there... or you know... something else.

Very cool, though! 

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 10:34 AM by Maxmars

At last! a TOP TEN CONSPIRACY THEORY LIST that doesn't consist of MSM pablum

and throw-away soundbite denigration.

Very nicely done!

    

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:01 AM by baseball101

looks like i'll be doing a lot of reading 

looking good 

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:08 AM by JohnD

This is mind tingling. If only more people could be encouraged to think with truly

open minds then more light could come in.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:09 AM by Barla Von

Have to say that this is a very well put together list. Although, I have to agree with

Pazcat in that number 7 is very disappointing

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:25 AM by SkepticOverlord

Originally posted by Barla Von

I have to agree with Pazcat in that number 7 is very disappointing

Why is that?

Are you disappointed it's in the top-ten, or disappointed it didn't rank higher?

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:27 AM by karl 12

Aren't some of the threads posted to represent the UFO/OVNI/USO subject a bit

dubious?

Good work though 
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[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:31 AM by whatukno

Love it.  I think this is a great cross section of the most important conspiracies of

our time.

Great top 10. although you missed the most insidious conspiracy EVER!

Conspiracy! Is Crakeur and Chissler one and the same person?

Oh we will know the truth. We will!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:34 AM by Barla Von

Originally posted by SkepticOverlord

Originally posted by Barla Von

I have to agree with Pazcat in that number 7 is very disappointing

Why is that?

Are you disappointed it's in the top-ten, or disappointed it didn't rank higher?

I'm just disappointed that it is in the top-ten because I still think that there is very

little evidence to back it up compared to the other conspiracies.

Its no big deal really but I just think some other theories were more deserving of a

top-ten spot.

[edit on 25-3-2009 by Barla Von]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:34 AM by GEORGETHEGREEK

i would think No7 has very little scientific evidence concerning the Earth tumbling

speculation....

I think that given the circumstances the list is quite representative, and agree to
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the trend of No1 against No2.

Alltogether this is an excelent concept and i think it should be carried out in a

yearly basis to maximise its potential.

BIG Bravo to ATS!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:35 AM by pteridine

An interesting survey. A mix of older, evergreen conspiracies and the latest rage.

I selected conspiracies that would affect the course of human history and didn't

consider 911 or 2012 to have much import.

That said, it looks like #'s 1 and 2 fit the bill.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:35 AM by sensfan

Great list, however I can't believe that the whole 2012 thing made the top 10. Then

again, just because it's not my cup of tea doesn't mean others can't buy into it.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:36 AM by pazcat

I am not dissapointed with the poll, i am just suprised that so many people appear

to buy into the whole 2012, personally i think its silly but thats just me. Everyone is

allowed there opinions im just suprised this is so far intrenched in people minds. I

had higher hopes for common sense, no7 is the only one there based in fantasy.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:42 AM by TruthMagnet

A good Top 10 - not exactly what I chose - and I think two alien categories is a little

redundant (although I understand they are two aspects of it) - and I think the

Shdaow Govt. and Economic Collapse could fit nicely under the NWO topic...

And honeslty 7 and 9 just make me a little sad - but at least there is no Reptillian

or Habitable Moon ones...

(Although I do believe the Moon seriously should have been one on the list -

although I do believe we went there)

But like others have said - at least we know what's on people's minds.

I had actually not put "alternative energies" on my original list - because I thought

it perhaps too broad - but now that I see it - I think it is good that it made the list.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:44 AM by GEORGETHEGREEK

reply to post by pazcat
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We cannot be 100% sure on that No7 is complete fantasy given we have No1...

Today we live in an environment of information overload and reality is sometime

difficult to discern. I think ATS is the best place around to gather and discuss on

such matters since everybody gets to have a word, from the unknowing but

observant to the specialist with limited time to spare.

A conspiracy making it in the list is not necessarily true neither the most importand

but certainly widely discussed. No7 propably is here due to time constraints and if

there is anything vastly interesting about it in reall life implications we would hear

soon about it.
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:47 AM by greenorbs

The responders to the poll are spot on with the NWO conspiracy, which continues

today with the calls for the Global Currency being considered by the Treasury

Secretary.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:48 AM by Teebs

The NWO conspiracy is number one because the other nine conspiracies listed are

all related to the NWO; they are simply facets of an overarching agenda.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:50 AM by NovusOrdoMundi

The three I chose got combined for #1: New World Order & One World

Government; Bilderberg, Illuminati, CFR, PNAC, etc.; and Conspiracies related to

the global banking elite.

   

The Antichrist Identity? www.AntichristIdentity.com

A Major Global World Debate on Who is the
Antichrist. See Now!

A 12 Gauge Won't Save You www.CloseCombatTraining.com

Discover What Federal Agents & The Army Don't
Want You To Know

Is 2012 the End of Days? www.rcg.org

Irrefutable Proof in this Video! Don't be Fooled.
Watch Now.

Support President Obama DSCC.org/Support-Obama

Show Your Support for Pres. Obama's Agenda.
Add Your Name Here!
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I think this list is accurate except for #10. The shadow government does sort of tie

in with "Bilderberg, Illuminati, CFR, PNAC, etc.". It could have been combined with

#1. I think HAARP or MKULTRA would have been a better one for #10. I know it's

based on votes, but still.

Overall a good list.

"Her clever $5 wrinkle therapy
angers botox doctors. We reveal

how…"

Olathe - Nature's secret weapon for
joint relief...

You could meet President Obama

for dinner. We'll cover airfare. Sign
up and get started!

Turn $200 worth of pocket change

into a whopping pile of cash with
"dirt cheap" penny stocks.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:52 AM by wonderworld

YEAH!!!! My favorite subject made the number 1.

I'm glad I'm not the lone ranger on the subject.

Most people I know do not believe in a NWO. That is why I love this site.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:59 AM by MurrayTORONTO

Haha all my picks made it up there except one which I was very surprised to see no

mention of... HAARP?? That's been brought up more times than I can count.

Anyways, nicely put together thread. S&F

[edit on 25-3-2009 by MurrayTORONTO]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 12:02 PM by NovusOrdoMundi

Originally posted by ravenshadow13

I thought 9/11 would be there...

I didn't. And I'm not shocked it wasn't. The 9/11 debate has been beaten to death

and become so twisted and blurred by people trying to further their own agenda

that it is exhausting trying to find the truth. Maybe that was intentional?

The cover-up of 9/11 has almost become as big of a conspiracy as the actual event.

There are so many disinformation agents on the Internet to cloud the discussion

that it has almost become impossible to find any credible information.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 12:09 PM by Astyanax

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Life is weird ......
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 5 minutes ago

I really dont like your 'Race'...oooooK,But why?
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 6 minutes ago

BREAKING New Documentary Investigates the
Death of Andrew Breitbart
  Posted 14 days ago with 94 member flags

Proof ATS is being watched!
  Posted 9 days ago with 83 member flags

Bilderberg Members Discuss Killing Ron Paul
  Posted 5 days ago with 81 member flags

My personal Vetting Of Barack Obama: I am now a
birther
  Posted 8 days ago with 80 member flags

While Americans keep arguing about Trayvon-
Zimmerman
  Posted 19 days ago with 79 member flags

"CIA are drug smugglers." - Federal Judge Bonner,
head of DEA- You don\'t get better proof than th
  Posted 10 days ago with 75 member flags

Code Name** Stellar Wind. Objective** Infiltrate All.
Chances For Sucess** High.
  Posted 10 days ago with 68 member flags

Grab Your Boomstick: The Zombie Apocalypse May
Actually Be Upon Us
  Posted 8 days ago with 60 member flags
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Looking at the raw data, I notice that if the three NWO and two UFO categories

hadn't been combined, 9/11 would be number one by a pretty unbeatable margin.

I must say I'm rather relieved that chemtrails and moon landing coverups didn't

make the top ten.

But I tell you, there really is something in all that talk about the strange designs at

Denver Airport...

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 12:24 PM by LoneGunMan

Nicely done. I am surprised sop many thought 2012 is not based on anything but

fantasy. I bet they are confused and think its about Niberu or Stitchen.

Those that do not understand may not be part of the spiritual awakening.

Most that are waking up feel the quickening. This is what 2012 is actually about is

the quickening as of right now we are in rapid polarization and TPTB are confusing

the matter with dooms day prophesy. Its all about the completion of the great cycle

and how our solar system is now rounding the far side of its elliptical orbit and is

now going back towards the galaxy center instead of away from it.

The end of the old world ways and the beginning of the new. The NWO, war on

terror, the crashing of the economy are all to divert the mind of the masses away

from this and most are buying it cheap.

Anyway great list.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 12:29 PM by questioningall

Very interesting and some surprises in it. I was surprised at 7 too, due to not really

feeling it is a conspiracy, but the unknown, and as we get closer and closer the

media will have to talk about it.

I wish I would have remembered to vote more during it, only voted twice.

Thanks for putting this all together.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 12:35 PM by Zeptepi

Originally posted by MurrayTORONTO

Haha all my picks made it up there except one which I was very surprised to see no

mention of... HAARP?? That's been brought up more times than I can count.

Actually, HAARP falls into number 8 on the list.Tesla Invention.(under Eastland

patents)

Fantastic top 10. Now, I will have to join this Digg thing that I have been avoiding

for a year.

Great speed with the collation SO. errrr I mean...Dude.

Homeland Security To Test Biological Sensors In
MBTA Tunnels
  Breaking Alternative News: 9 minutes ago

Federal Law Does NOT Unbind Delegates
  2012 US Elections: 22 minutes ago

Any Ideas about my strange encounter?
  The Gray Area: 22 minutes ago

Knesset votes against legalizing illegal West
Bank outposts.
  Middle East Issues: 31 minutes ago

New surveillance cameras will use computer
eyes to find 'pre crimes'
  New World Order: 32 minutes ago

FBI looks into possible White House leaks
  Breaking Alternative News: 33 minutes ago

Newest topics getting flags, in real-time:

Proof** that 'someone' is communicating to me
in dreams. **As near as possible, anyway.
  The Gray Area: 15 hours ago, 36 flags

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 25 flags

“Kill Scott Walker”: Angry libs flood Twitter with
death threats after Wisconsin recall defeat
  US Political Madness: 7 hours ago, 21 flags

Sexual Energy, Bio-Electricity, Or Kundalini
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 13 hours ago, 18 flags

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 16 flags

Land Of The Free No Longer
  General Conspiracies: 6 hours ago, 16 flags

1966 Bilderberg meeting documents - dumped
by whistle blower -
  New World Order: 6 hours ago, 13 flags

Death for singing? Pakistan search for
condemned wedding women
  Breaking Alternative News: 8 hours ago, 10 flags
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Peace

Edit to add: Don't forget to DIGG this Mutha....It's EZ

[edit on 25-3-2009 by Zeptepi]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 12:49 PM by Outrageo

Nice work - very well composed and presented.

Most of my favorites are there, but whether any are or not doesn't matter. What

does matter is that we are hearing the collective voice of our peers and

contemporaries.

Thanks, ATS. I'm proud to call this forum, "Home"...

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 12:53 PM by Springer

This is the penultimate expression of those who seek that which is not easily found

in our "traditional media outlets"... The TRUTH, or, at least the questions that could

lead one to get closer to it.

We were a bit surprised as we collated the data (votes) too. Naturally being a UFO

enthusiast myself I figured the top spot would have gone to the UFO phenomenon.

I have to agree with those who believe the revelations of corruption and idiocy that

led to the current, horrid and "no end in sight yet" economic melt down we are all

enduring right now is most likely the reason the "NWO" took the top position.

Excellent stuff no matter how you slice it. 

Springer...

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:01 PM by Blue_Jay33

This link was in the OP of this thread, but I blew by it at first, but this thread is

worth visiting too.

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:

Let's put it to bed:
  Rant: 9 hours ago, 120 replies

Suicide and thread warnings.
  Rant: 17 hours ago, 94 replies

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 86 replies

Why do most Religions say that sex is bad?
  Conspiracies in Religions: 8 hours ago, 64 replies

Ohio runner stops in state final to aid fallen
opponent
  Other Current Events: 6 hours ago, 57 replies

Cops Kill 1 Person a week with Tasers! Video(s)
  Other Current Events: 17 hours ago, 51 replies

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 47 replies

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 47 replies
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Link to beyond the top ten conspiracy thread.

[edit on 25-3-2009 by mrwupy]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:11 PM by WatchRider

Can't believe the Nazi technology didn't get in the top ten.

Nor did ancient technology supression.

ho hum...

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:12 PM by neformore

My personal favourite at the moment came in at No.5

If things are as bad as some of the economists make out, then - assuming we can

all still afford internet in a couple of years - should the poll be run again I'd wager it

would be No.1

But any way you slice it up, thats quite some list isn't it? And its nice to see a

different spin on the subjects than the crap you get in the MSM - I've seen lists like

this on different mainstream sites and they are all kooky and rip the subject

matters - its just good to see them all taken seriously with a more objective view.

Kudos to us all for sticking with these, and always wanting to find out more 

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:13 PM by azzllin

Excellent, no matter where chosen favourites come in this top ten, it is still an

impressive list, and a good indication as to what people are worried and thinking

about here on this site.

I don't go much for the 2012 scenario's to many opinions and not enough evidence,

however it has some worried, and that's enough for me to want to know why and if.

The list is how it is, and that makes me happy, would have made me happy anyway

it came out to be honest.

All I seek is truth, honesty, freedom, and justice for all.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:14 PM by LoneGunMan

Originally posted by Springer

Excellent stuff no matter how you slice it. 

Springer...

It really is excellent no matter how you slice it. It doesnt matter where your

conspiracy lies as long as we hunt for the truth.
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Did I read somewhere once it will set you free? 

I wanted to add, why is Bill's mood madness are peeps on ATS driving him nuts?

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:14 PM by Anuubis

Great list people

The only thing's that surprise me is that the shadow government placed so low and

that the JFK assassination placed so high or even on the list. We haven't found out

the truth in 46 years, i doubt we ever will. It's a dead subject.

No pun intended.

[edit on 25-3-2009 by Anuubis]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:16 PM by zorgon

Originally posted by sensfan

Great list, however I can't believe that the whole 2012 thing made the top 10. Then again,

just because it's not my cup of tea doesn't mean others can't buy into it.

Well perhaps its because mainstream media is also looking at it closely, not to

mention the Movie that is coming out on that subject. You think its #7 now wait till

its at the theaters...

Here is an article from New Scientist magazine...

Space storm alert: 90 seconds from catastrophe

Caption

A fierce solar storm could lead to a global disaster on an unprecedented scale

(Image: SOHO Consortium / ESA / NASA)

T IS midnight on 22 September 2012 and the skies above Manhattan are filled with a

flickering curtain of colourful light. Few New Yorkers have seen the aurora this far

south but their fascination is short-lived. Within a few seconds, electric bulbs dim

and flicker, then become unusually bright for a fleeting moment. Then all the lights in

the state go out. Within 90 seconds, the entire eastern half of the US is without

power.

A year later and millions of Americans are dead and the nation's infrastructure lies in

tatters. The World Bank declares America a developing nation. Europe,

Scandinavia, China and Japan are also struggling to recover from the same fateful

event - a violent storm, 150 million kilometres away on the surface of the sun.

Now with a publication like New Scientist talking about it and ESA/NASA playing

along... maybe there is more to this than they are telling us afterall?

NEW SCIENTIST SPACE STORM
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:20 PM by nyk537

Originally posted by Anuubis

We haven't found out the truth in 46 years, i doubt we ever will. It's a dead subject.

And that's what makes it a conspiracy. 

If we knew the truth behind any of these things, they wouldn't be on the list at all!
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:37 PM by dooleysleftleg

I found the entire list and the lead up to it,giving our top 3 then voting for a top

three from the most popular a fantastic idea. I really enjoyed being involved and its

very pleasing to no that we were all involved with this. I to will join DIGG to help

pass the message on and urge the rest of you to do so as the subjects we are

interested in are gradually starting to seep through into the mainstream and public

conciousness and anything we can do to further that can only be positive! Also ,with

subject matter like this getting into the press and mentions on T.V more and more,

as time goes on we are looking less and less crazy to others and dont have to

supress our opinions for fear of getting carried off to the loony bin or ridiculed.

Brilliant idea ATS,keep up the good work.S and F.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:49 PM by deccal

No.7 is not a conspiracy but a fact of near future 

Good list good read 

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:55 PM by TechHead

Great list with well-written summaries!

The 2012 bit at number 7 is baffling - isn't that just

in the realm of fantasy? Believing that future events

are 'known' by some is pretty naive, but feeling that

we are not told the truth about current and past events

is plain common sense.

Lots of reasons to be suspicious of the Moon Landings,

but as it's a matter of national pride you can see why

it doesn't rate highly. Not too much real proof there,

of course, just a feeling that the technology of the

time wasn't even close to being up to the task. Fry

me to the moon.

But! Why isn't the 911 fiasco at the very top? The

most important conspiracy of them all; find out the

real truth behind that and let the revolution begin.

More polls please!

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Life is weird ......
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 5 minutes ago

I really dont like your 'Race'...oooooK,But why?
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 6 minutes ago

BREAKING New Documentary Investigates the
Death of Andrew Breitbart
  Posted 14 days ago with 94 member flags

Proof ATS is being watched!
  Posted 9 days ago with 83 member flags

Bilderberg Members Discuss Killing Ron Paul
  Posted 5 days ago with 81 member flags

My personal Vetting Of Barack Obama: I am now a
birther
  Posted 8 days ago with 80 member flags

While Americans keep arguing about Trayvon-
Zimmerman
  Posted 19 days ago with 79 member flags

"CIA are drug smugglers." - Federal Judge Bonner,
head of DEA- You don\'t get better proof than th
  Posted 10 days ago with 75 member flags

Code Name** Stellar Wind. Objective** Infiltrate All.
Chances For Sucess** High.
  Posted 10 days ago with 68 member flags

Grab Your Boomstick: The Zombie Apocalypse May
Actually Be Upon Us
  Posted 8 days ago with 60 member flags
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"Her clever $5 wrinkle therapy
angers botox doctors. We reveal
how…"

Olathe - Nature's secret weapon for
joint relief...

You could meet President Obama
for dinner. We'll cover airfare. Sign
up and get started!

Turn $200 worth of pocket change
into a whopping pile of cash with
"dirt cheap" penny stocks.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:58 PM by Doc Velocity

A bit puzzled in the No. 10 conspiracy — I'm not saying there isn't a "shadow

government," because there certainly is. But I'm surprised that so many theorists

erroneously believe this is a new development, attributing it to the Bush

administration. I mean, if the Bush administration proved anything, it was that they

couldn't organize the traditional government, nevermind a shadow government.

The shadow government of the USA dates back to the founding of this nation, and

many of our most esteemed presidents have acknowledged it — Jefferson, Lincoln,

Theodore Roosevelt and even Franklin Roosevelt publicly spoke of the existence of

sinister and subversive entities actually controlling the fate of our nation. Which is

rather ironic, inasmuch as FDR's administration undermined the Constitution,

planted the seeds of American socialism, and contributed more power to the

shadow government than any other administration in the 20th Century.

Also, I'm not really sure that the shadow government even qualifies as a

"conspiracy theory" anymore, for it's not even operating in the shadows these days

— over the last 20 years, it has gradually emerged into broad daylight and is now in

the process of demolishing and redistributing America's wealth in full view of the

world.

— Doc Velocity

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 01:59 PM by zooplancton

kudos ATS for the hard work and well presented poll!

thanks for chewing up my future "get stuff done" list, as there is a ton of reading to

be had.

great work!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:03 PM by rapinbatsisaltherage

I have to admit I was unhappy with the site for a host of reasons (that seem minor

now) but I’m in love with it again and this list. I don’t personally believe in 2012 but

I find it really interesting that so many on ATS do so I’ll have to look into it more.

Otherwise the list is spot on and many other conspiracies people believe in can be

linked to one of the following conspiracies on the list even if it does not directly

mention them.

Sometimes I question myself and feel a little insane for being so obsessed with

NWO, the Bilderberg Group, and the events that gave us the Patriotic Act, so I’m

glad to see so many others also believe something fishy is going on.

Homeland Security To Test Biological Sensors In
MBTA Tunnels
  Breaking Alternative News: 9 minutes ago

Federal Law Does NOT Unbind Delegates
  2012 US Elections: 22 minutes ago

Any Ideas about my strange encounter?
  The Gray Area: 22 minutes ago

Knesset votes against legalizing illegal West
Bank outposts.
  Middle East Issues: 31 minutes ago

New surveillance cameras will use computer
eyes to find 'pre crimes'
  New World Order: 32 minutes ago

FBI looks into possible White House leaks
  Breaking Alternative News: 33 minutes ago

Newest topics getting flags, in real-time:

Proof** that 'someone' is communicating to me
in dreams. **As near as possible, anyway.
  The Gray Area: 15 hours ago, 36 flags

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 25 flags

“Kill Scott Walker”: Angry libs flood Twitter with
death threats after Wisconsin recall defeat
  US Political Madness: 7 hours ago, 21 flags

Sexual Energy, Bio-Electricity, Or Kundalini
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 13 hours ago, 18 flags

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 16 flags

Land Of The Free No Longer
  General Conspiracies: 6 hours ago, 16 flags

1966 Bilderberg meeting documents - dumped
by whistle blower -
  New World Order: 6 hours ago, 13 flags

Death for singing? Pakistan search for
condemned wedding women
  Breaking Alternative News: 8 hours ago, 10 flags
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:09 PM by rapinbatsisaltherage

reply to post by Doc Velocity

If the media at large does not discuss the shadow government and the people

generally do not know about it then I think it should still be considered a conspiracy

theory. Many people think it started with Bush because the corruption in his

administration gained a lot of media attention.

The fact of the matter is that this stuff is still left out of history books. If the history

books you grow up with leave this stuff out and the media that surrounds you

pretends like it didn't happen then it seems to me that those are things in history

the government wants to re-write and forget about, or cover-up- giving us a

conspiracy.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:12 PM by adrenochrome

wow - i really thought the fluoride conspiracy would have made the list... i

consider it almost #1 because it would change the behavior of those who intake

fluoride, for the better...

maybe it'd be easier to "wake up" to other conspiracies, and help us to take more

action against those that rule us, if fluoride was taken out of our water supply...

maybe next time... 

[edit on 25-3-2009 by adrenochrome]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:13 PM by simonecharisse

I totally disagree with this list, it is dumb. How can you separate shadow

government from NWO, and how do you separate area 51 from the UFO cover up?

All those things should be merged. Also, every time I saw a post, it mentioned the

moon 'landing', yet not even a hint of it, on here.

[edit on 25-3-2009 by simonecharisse]

Mod Edit: Removed all caps post.

[edit on 25-3-2009 by Gemwolf]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:19 PM by adrenochrome

reply to post by simonecharisse

i slightly agree, because many things on the list to choose from could have been

merged into other categories... like, the international bankers, shadow government,

Bilderberg group, and NWO should have all been in the same group...

and again, FLUORIDE DIDN'T EVEN MAKE THE TOP 10!!! 

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:

Let's put it to bed:
  Rant: 9 hours ago, 120 replies

Suicide and thread warnings.
  Rant: 17 hours ago, 94 replies

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 86 replies

Why do most Religions say that sex is bad?
  Conspiracies in Religions: 8 hours ago, 64 replies

Ohio runner stops in state final to aid fallen
opponent
  Other Current Events: 6 hours ago, 57 replies

Cops Kill 1 Person a week with Tasers! Video(s)
  Other Current Events: 17 hours ago, 51 replies

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 47 replies

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 47 replies
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:20 PM by optimus primal

For the number two conspiracy, i submit gazrok's wonderful work located

here .

A great compilation of some of the best ufo cases. And here is the thread with the

link to the stephensville radar report -- radar report

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:21 PM by SkepticOverlord

Originally posted by simonecharisse

HOW CAN YOU SEPARATE SHADOW GOVERNMENT FROM NWO

For the most part, the "US Shadow Government" and the "New World Order" have

been relatively distinct concepts only until recently (10-20 years).

The bits-and-pieces discovered about the behind-the-scenes national security

maneuverings and influence represented by the US Shadow Government have been

mostly directed toward the selfish imperialist goals of the US of the previous

century. It hasn't been until the Bush administration (and to some extent the

previous Clinton administration) that the speculated activities of the US Shadow

Government took on globalist tendencies.

AND HOW DO YOU SEPARATE AREA 51 FROM THE UFO COVER UP?

Given the role of Skunk Works and other advanced technology research at Area 51,

it's clear that extraterrestrial technologies are a sub-set of what is believed to

happen at Area 51. There is indeed some crossover, I believe there is more that is

different than there is in common.

ALSO, EVERY TIME I SAW A POST, IT MENTIONED THE MOON 'LANDING'

It was in the final list of 35 conspiracies offered up for voting, but did not make it

into the top-10.
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:25 PM by NovusOrdoMundi

reply to post by simonecharisse

I agree that shadow government should have been merged with 'new world order',

but that hardly makes this "DUMB".

As for Area 51, it is a military base. It has nothing to do with the UFO cover up. The

only link the two have is the link people have created. Personally, I think there is

nothing special at Area 51. If there was we wouldn't know the base even exists.

The moon landing isn't very interesting, and I think the votes reflected that. If the

landing was faked, technically it is a conspiracy. But there just isn't much that is

interesting about it. So they faked a landing on the moon and the wrong country

got credit for being the first. That's as deep as the rabbit hole goes with this one,

I'm afraid.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:27 PM by nyk537

reply to post by simonecharisse

This is not some site conspiracy to push the topics we find most interesting or

relevant my friend.

These items were voted on by the membership of this site as a whole.

If that many people felt that certain topics should have been merged, or shouldn't

have been listed separately, then they shouldn't have voted for them separately.

Just my 2 cents, nothing more.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:28 PM by ZeroGhost

The collective "Spidee Sense" is something to pay attention to. This might put

things into a planetary order of importance where the whole of the human organism

is concerned.

In the future we will dissolve nationalism and be a species in contact with itself. The

NWO will not work if we stay collectively connected in our group mind-heart-spirit.

Then some day, hopefully within our lifetimes we can have a NHO (New Human

Order) where the devisive powers are squelched by the collective mind of heart-

connected globally aware and compassionate intelligence we where meant to be.

There will be no reason to trick or force people into the path of the greater

collective we are by birthright. It will be everyone's personal decision to be with

everyone else. Not with the flesh-chipped, managed, consumerist herds the NWO

want us to be.

Now do we see the power of collective mind? ATS might be a perfect example of

what we need as a neuron-net for the natural compassionate creative explorers we

truly are.

My focus is on #2, but that is me, one cell in the human organism.
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Great experiment! Now, how can we use this in our best interest?

Is this the next question to put to the group?

ZG

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:33 PM by NovusOrdoMundi

Everybody should Digg this thread. There's 109 flags and 96 stars. We should have

more than 28 Diggs. We're on page 29 of the 'Most Diggs'. If we want people to see

a real conspiracy theory top-10 list we have to flag it more.

The top Digg right now has 206. We can easily pass that.

DIGG!!!

[edit on 3/25/09 by NovusOrdoMundi]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:39 PM by karl 12

Originally posted by optimus primal

For the number two conspiracy, i submit gazrok's wonderful work located

here .

A great compilation of some of the best ufo cases. And here is the thread with the link to

the stephensville radar report -- radar report

Great post 

Some other decent threads on the subject:

Best cases - Rockefeller Briefing Document:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

The strange story of JAL 1628:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Amazing UFO Photographs By Pilots! Incontrovertible evidence?:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

USO Research:

www.abovetopsecret.com...'

UFOs over DC in 1952, Jets Scrambled:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Cheers.

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:45 PM by spacevisitor

Interesting poll ATS, with a really interesting outcome, my compliments for all the

work. 

Personally I was a bit surprised about the tenth place conspiracy theory.

10 The United States Shadow Government. 

Only 2.60% of all votes.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 02:49 PM by karl 12

Originally posted by spacevisitor

Personally I was a bit surprised about the tenth place conspiracy theory.

10 The United States Shadow Government. 

Only 2.60% of all votes.

SV-If you've not seen it already,theres an interesting read here about that subject:

www.apfn.org...

Cheers 

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:06 PM by spacevisitor

Originally posted by karl 12

Originally posted by spacevisitor
Personally I was a bit surprised about the tenth place conspiracy theory.

10 The United States Shadow Government. 

Only 2.60% of all votes.

SV-If you've not seen it already,theres an interesting read here about that subject:

www.apfn.org...

Cheers 

Hi karl 12, thanks for the link.

Did you saw that it is linked to ATS.

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Pages: <<  1    2    3    4    5    6  >>    ^^TOP^^
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:07 PM by Gaspode

reply to post by simonecharisse

Goodness me! Some people have no concept about how democracy, and voting

works. Shame on you for grabbing each and every opportunity to create drama. 

As for the list. I’m quite surprised about some of the positions. Interesting to see

what’s on people’s minds. Will we have another go at it in about a year’s time? It

would be interesting to see how people’s interest change.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:11 PM by nyk537

115 Flags and only 30 Diggs?

Come on now! Everyone who flags should also be digging!

   

Space Studies Degree www.APUS.edu

Online Degree in Space Studies. Complete Your
No Fee Application.

A 12 Gauge Won't Save You www.CloseCombatTraining.com

Discover What Federal Agents & The Army Don't
Want You To Know

Obama's New World Order? www.AntichristIdentity.com

Frightening 150 Page Report on Obama's New
World Order. See Now!

Support President Obama DSCC.org/Support-Obama

Show Your Support for Pres. Obama's Agenda.
Add Your Name Here!
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:13 PM by Doc Velocity

Originally posted by SkepticOverlord

It hasn't been until the Bush administration (and to some extent the previous Clinton

administration) that the speculated activities of the US Shadow Government took on

globalist tendencies.

Again, the Bush administration had little or nothing to do with the expansion of the

shadow government and the New World Order. In my own view, the Bush

administration was an ineffectual "front" designed to absorb the misdirected heat of

an increasingly frustrated public, while the U.S. Congress committed more vile and

corrupt acts than Bush ever did, and with seeming impunity.

The expansion of the shadow government and NWO global activities goes back

much further than a mere 10-20 years — Lest we forget, it was FDR himself who

empowered the United Nations, which for the last 65 years has campaigned for

globalist initiatives, not the least of which is destroying U.S. sovereignty.

However, we're going way off topic here. Thanks to ATS for the time and effort in

compiling the Top 10, which I'm sure will be an ongoing and evolving work.

— Doc Velocity

The secret of how to learn a foreign

language in just 10 days...

Olathe - Nature's secret weapon for

joint relief...

Turn $200 worth of pocket change
into a whopping pile of cash with
"dirt cheap" penny stocks.

You could meet President Obama
for dinner. We'll cover airfare. Sign
up and get started!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:14 PM by Sashromi

reply to post by SkepticOverlord

Very cool list. From your post I take it there are 35 conspiracies that were

mentioned. Any possibility of you posting a list of these?

I'm just curious as to what else was considered. To make it easier, just the list

would suffice, no need to go into explanations, or vote totals, just the subject title

would be intriguing.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:16 PM by nyk537

reply to post by Sashromi

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Life is weird ......
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 6 minutes ago

I really dont like your 'Race'...oooooK,But why?
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 7 minutes ago

Homeland Security To Test Biological Sensors In
MBTA Tunnels
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 minutes ago

Federal Law Does NOT Unbind Delegates
  2012 US Elections: 23 minutes ago

Any Ideas about my strange encounter?
  The Gray Area: 23 minutes ago

Knesset votes against legalizing illegal West
Bank outposts.
  Middle East Issues: 32 minutes ago

New surveillance cameras will use computer
eyes to find 'pre crimes'
  New World Order: 32 minutes ago

FBI looks into possible White House leaks
  Breaking Alternative News: 34 minutes ago

BREAKING New Documentary Investigates the
Death of Andrew Breitbart
  Posted 14 days ago with 94 member flags

Proof ATS is being watched!
  Posted 9 days ago with 83 member flags

Bilderberg Members Discuss Killing Ron Paul
  Posted 5 days ago with 81 member flags

My personal Vetting Of Barack Obama: I am now a
birther
  Posted 8 days ago with 80 member flags

While Americans keep arguing about Trayvon-
Zimmerman
  Posted 19 days ago with 79 member flags

"CIA are drug smugglers." - Federal Judge Bonner,
head of DEA- You don\'t get better proof than th
  Posted 10 days ago with 75 member flags

Code Name** Stellar Wind. Objective** Infiltrate All.
Chances For Sucess** High.
  Posted 10 days ago with 68 member flags

Grab Your Boomstick: The Zombie Apocalypse May
Actually Be Upon Us
  Posted 8 days ago with 60 member flags
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Here you go.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:27 PM by notreallyalive

Beautiful job!!

Wonderfully put together, eloquent, nicely stated with links.

Awesome!!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:30 PM by Toromos

I'm a little confused by the perspective of #9, Organized Religion. The second

paragraph seems unrepentantly anti-Roman Catholic, without any thought to the

history of many figures in the history of Christianity, such as Francis of Assisi, who

were reformers in their own right.

It also seems to suggest that these first Protestant followers of Christianity were

somehow more in touch with the "original" vision of Jesus. (And not working out of

the socio-economic tensions that emerged from a more consolidated middle class

versus their feudal overlords.) Where would, for example, John Locke's use of

Protestant Christianity to justify the slave trade or Dutch Calvinism's emphasis on

the exploitation of third world country's fit in with this original vision of Jesus?

I'm not arguing that "organized religion" (whatever that means) is not frequently

discussed on these boards. But the way that this issue was written seems almost

bizarre in its bias. Some basic questions to ask, I would think, would be what is

religion, what does it mean for a religion to be organized, and how does this

organization form in to a conspiracy?

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:36 PM by starseedz

Thats an interesting result. I think most of my suggestions are on there, even

2012. Amazed to see a majority of us are interested in it.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:38 PM by Solomons

Interesting list...not what id hoped for but oh well  ..2012 and NWO surprised me

being so high up...

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 03:56 PM by simonecharisse

Newest topics getting flags, in real-time:

Proof** that 'someone' is communicating to me
in dreams. **As near as possible, anyway.
  The Gray Area: 15 hours ago, 36 flags

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 25 flags

“Kill Scott Walker”: Angry libs flood Twitter with
death threats after Wisconsin recall defeat
  US Political Madness: 7 hours ago, 21 flags

Sexual Energy, Bio-Electricity, Or Kundalini
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 13 hours ago, 18 flags

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 16 flags

Land Of The Free No Longer
  General Conspiracies: 6 hours ago, 16 flags

1966 Bilderberg meeting documents - dumped
by whistle blower -
  New World Order: 6 hours ago, 14 flags

Death for singing? Pakistan search for
condemned wedding women
  Breaking Alternative News: 8 hours ago, 10 flags

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:

Let's put it to bed:
  Rant: 9 hours ago, 120 replies

Suicide and thread warnings.
  Rant: 17 hours ago, 94 replies

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 86 replies

Why do most Religions say that sex is bad?
  Conspiracies in Religions: 8 hours ago, 64 replies

Ohio runner stops in state final to aid fallen
opponent
  Other Current Events: 6 hours ago, 57 replies

Cops Kill 1 Person a week with Tasers! Video(s)
  Other Current Events: 17 hours ago, 51 replies

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
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Click here for more information.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 04:11 PM by Irish Matador

GREAT WORK ATS!!

Great idea, well compiled and well delivered.

Thank you and keep up the good work!!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 05:15 PM by Time=Now

WHY ARE THESE STILL BEING CALLED THEORIES!

Featured Jobs
Powered by

Director, Engineering (San ...
NextLabs, Inc.  Apply now »

Director, Engineering
Disney Interactiv...  Apply now »

VP of Software Engineering
iCelero  Apply now »

Looking for a job?

LinkedIn can help!
Learn More

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 05:41 PM by Donny 4 million

reply to post by Teebs

Do you actually think big eyed dudes from planet Zephlon actually figure in #1?

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 05:51 PM by antar

Kind of reflects how people are for the most part self absorbed and short sighted. I

wonder what the Top 10 would have been 10 years ago, or even 10 years from

now?

See what I mean? Excellent idea guys  and I am glad to have been part of this

poll. I am satisfied with the results overall. 

Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 47 replies

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 47 replies
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 05:51 PM by News And History

The greatest conspiracies are unknown to me. 

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 05:59 PM by antar

reply to post by SkepticOverlord

I have to disagree So as I was first introduced to the entire NWO scenario shortly

before the first Bush took office back in the 90's.

The story has however evolved from what I was originally told which was that the

"Blue Helemets" would take soldiers from all around the world to work in countries

other than their birth Nation as that would create language barriers to aid in the UN

Military orders to see entire communities and neighborhoods as insurgents.

Having watched this unfold since that time is probably the #2 reason I came to ATS

and to further my knowledge of the obvious plan that seems only to change the

wording not the plan.

Edit to add that the brilliant men I was in company with at that time were not new

to the whole plan. I was honored to be trusted by some true Conspiracy Masters...

Why? I do not know.

[edit on 25-3-2009 by antar]

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 06:03 PM by superdeluxe

This is great. I do think that the different UFO topics kind of broke up the votes a

little bit..but very cool!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 06:08 PM by mike dangerously

The survey turned out good!  pretty much the way I voted although I am

disappointed that Operation: paperclip did not make it.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 06:16 PM by flyingfish

Well done.

One gripe I don't get the JFK thing? even if you got the whole truth they are most

likely dead anyway it's a done deal.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 06:22 PM by Donny 4 million

reply to post by SkepticOverlord
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Nice to meet you.

Thank god number one is international.

If it was 911 then another American Civil War could develope if found out to be

true.

Thank god again that all we face now is a Mad Max or Water World, when the

smoke clears. Or not.

Neat idea.

I have no doubt the collective gray matter of we members can not only expose the

TRUTH but also solve the problem. Or not.
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 06:25 PM by kingdogol

This list just proves that so many people still truly have no idea of what is really

going on, to be honest some of the bigger conspiracies weren't even included in the

voting and there were some pythetic ones there that were repeated two or three

times (when they are part of a bigger one) and could have been left off the list.

It shows that more people are aware of 9/11 but still aren't aware of the reality that

truly led to it. I'm thoroughly disapointed by this list..... and more so in the people

that voted but haven't looked at everything ie. those that get on the 9-11

bandwagon and never question their other beliefs, thoughts and simply dismiss

everything else as rubbish......

Again, that list is HIGHLY disaointing....

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 06:48 PM by News And History

Originally posted by Time=Now

   

Space Studies Degree www.APUS.edu

Online Degree in Space Studies. Complete Your
No Fee Application.

Military History Master's MilitaryHistory.Norwich.edu

Online, Accredited, Top Ranking. Get Started,
Download Free Brochure

Obama's New World Order? www.AntichristIdentity.com

Frightening 150 Page Report on Obama's New
World Order. See Now!

Obama vs. Romney? www.newsmax.com/m/surveys

Should Obama Be Re-elected Vote in Poll Here!
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WHY ARE THESE STILL BEING CALLED THEORIES!

That's because that term (theories) is so popular around here. Theories are weak.

The truth is solid!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 07:58 PM by Anuubis

Originally posted by nyk537

Originally posted by Anuubis
We haven't found out the truth in 46 years, i doubt we ever will. It's a dead subject.

And that's what makes it a conspiracy. 

If we knew the truth behind any of these things, they wouldn't be on the list at all!

I know, but the government has that information so buried we'll never see it. That's

the thing with conspiracies though, we eventually find out one way or another. The

government has to much to lose on this one.

1 simple rule to making a fortune
overnight...

"Her clever $5 wrinkle therapy
angers botox doctors. We reveal
how…"

This one simple sleeping device

may save your life...

The secret of how to learn a foreign

language in just 10 days. Read
here to find out...

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 08:06 PM by stealthsurfer

reply to post by Barla Von

I'm just disappointed that it is in the top-ten because I still think that there is very little

evidence to back it up compared to the other conspiracies.

This list was not made up of mods deciding what they thought was deserving to be

a top 10 list, it was concluded from many members taking a poll. And this is what

the results of that were. So obviously many here disagree with you

I am not suprised by the list at all, and am glad to see that the UFO/Alien subject is

right up there. Thanks for showing the results so quickly, I have been waiting to

see the top ten.

Stealth

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Life is weird ......
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 7 minutes ago

I really dont like your 'Race'...oooooK,But why?
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 8 minutes ago

Homeland Security To Test Biological Sensors In
MBTA Tunnels
  Breaking Alternative News: 11 minutes ago

Federal Law Does NOT Unbind Delegates
  2012 US Elections: 24 minutes ago

Any Ideas about my strange encounter?
  The Gray Area: 24 minutes ago

Knesset votes against legalizing illegal West
Bank outposts.
  Middle East Issues: 33 minutes ago

New surveillance cameras will use computer
eyes to find 'pre crimes'
  New World Order: 33 minutes ago

FBI looks into possible White House leaks
  Breaking Alternative News: 35 minutes ago

BREAKING New Documentary Investigates the
Death of Andrew Breitbart
  Posted 14 days ago with 94 member flags

Proof ATS is being watched!
  Posted 9 days ago with 83 member flags

Bilderberg Members Discuss Killing Ron Paul
  Posted 5 days ago with 81 member flags

My personal Vetting Of Barack Obama: I am now a
birther
  Posted 8 days ago with 80 member flags

While Americans keep arguing about Trayvon-
Zimmerman
  Posted 19 days ago with 79 member flags

"CIA are drug smugglers." - Federal Judge Bonner,
head of DEA- You don\'t get better proof than th
  Posted 10 days ago with 75 member flags

Code Name** Stellar Wind. Objective** Infiltrate All.
Chances For Sucess** High.
  Posted 10 days ago with 68 member flags

Grab Your Boomstick: The Zombie Apocalypse May
Actually Be Upon Us
  Posted 8 days ago with 60 member flags
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reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 08:10 PM by stealthsurfer

reply to post by wonderworld

Most people I know do not believe in a NWO. That is why I love this site.

I feel the same way, most people I talk to don't believe many subjects I come here

for, so that is why ATS is a daily stop for me.

I'm just glad the reptilian stuff didn't make the list...lol I was beginning to think I

was in the minority for thinking it nuts!

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 09:14 PM by Hal9000

reply to post by Doc Velocity

I agree that the "Shadow Government" goes back further than the Reagan

administration. I think it is the greatest conspiracy and here is why.

I prefer to call the group involved by the old school name of the MIC or Military

Industrial Complex. They are not the same as the NWO. In fact I think they are

separate and opposing forces. The MIC is a more right wing American philosophy at

a national level, and the NWO is more left wing European philosophy at a global

level. Each group have different agendas and objectives. But they are not the same.

I say this is a greater conspiracy because they are behind many of the other

conspiracies on this list. For example: It is clear the MIC was behind the JFK

assassination and I would say this same entity much evolved could have had a part

in 9/11, but at least benefited and conspired to mislead Americans into an

unnecessary war in Iraq. Ultimately, the driving force with this group is money. It is

not to control or rule over others, they prefer to let them govern themselves.

The NWO is a more multi-national entity concentrated on a one world government

using more peaceful means like global warming to gain popularity. They do share

some of the same people and backers involved and how they resolve this is beyond

me. Here the motivator is less about money and more about control and power, but

not necessarily enslavement of everyone as most people expect.

These two forces battle it out right in front of us every day pressing their agendas

in the form of politics. That is why America is being divided between these two and

who knows where it will lead.

Sweet dreams. 

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 09:24 PM by wtf2000

i got one that kind of refers to the nwo, tunneling and transport modes of the us

government, in transport mode something carries something from one end point to

another endpoint, in tunnel mode, a pvt network tunnel is carried securely from one

endpoint to another endpoint over a public network. but for some reason both

transport and tunnel modes seem to overlap each other, when network security is

Newest topics getting flags, in real-time:

Proof** that 'someone' is communicating to me
in dreams. **As near as possible, anyway.
  The Gray Area: 15 hours ago, 36 flags

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 25 flags

“Kill Scott Walker”: Angry libs flood Twitter with
death threats after Wisconsin recall defeat
  US Political Madness: 7 hours ago, 21 flags

Sexual Energy, Bio-Electricity, Or Kundalini
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 13 hours ago, 18 flags

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 16 flags

Land Of The Free No Longer
  General Conspiracies: 6 hours ago, 16 flags

1966 Bilderberg meeting documents - dumped
by whistle blower -
  New World Order: 6 hours ago, 14 flags

Death for singing? Pakistan search for
condemned wedding women
  Breaking Alternative News: 8 hours ago, 10 flags

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:

Let's put it to bed:
  Rant: 9 hours ago, 120 replies

Suicide and thread warnings.
  Rant: 17 hours ago, 94 replies

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 86 replies

Why do most Religions say that sex is bad?
  Conspiracies in Religions: 8 hours ago, 64 replies

Ohio runner stops in state final to aid fallen
opponent
  Other Current Events: 6 hours ago, 57 replies

Cops Kill 1 Person a week with Tasers! Video(s)
  Other Current Events: 17 hours ago, 51 replies

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
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at stake why dont they use some form of intrusion detection to locate encapsulated

packets to decypher their data.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 09:29 PM by mmiichael

This must be a survey for a different site.

Reading through messages on various topics and seeing new threads come up, it

looks more like Zionist Conspiracy is in position #1.

Mike

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 10:06 PM by rapinbatsisaltherage

reply to post by Hal9000

Each group have different agendas and objectives. But they are not the same.

I agree, I've always noticed one group has more of a fascist mentality, while the

other is more subtle.

2nd line

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:00 PM by spacecowgirl

Very surprised that the JFK conspiracy was even mentioned really.

Chemtrails should have been top of the list as this is the very air that we breathe!

Nothing more important than that, not aliens nor NWO.

Poisoned air by the miltary - on whose orders and for what purpose nobody knows.

That is the big question. How much longer can people and animals breathe it in and

life still be viable?

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:27 PM by JPhish

excellent list. I'm not sure i'd have the JFK assassination that high on the list

though.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:36 PM by tgambill

This thread is mostly fabricated lies. The Number one is irrefutably incorrect as

there is in fact a conspiracy of such magnitude that it staggers the imagination of

most people. The evidence available that is irrefutable and slam dunk with smoking

guns that outnumber a gatlin gun on steroids is non-debatable. The conspiracy of a

  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 47 replies

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 47 replies
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global government is almost complete after the next orchestrated 911. When it

happens and it will, the CIA has set up a crime wave that will use MS-13 gang

members nationwide to launch attacks. The KKK, militia and African American

muslims will clash and using the principles of the Helgelian Dialectic will predictably

cause the average American in the middle to accept the martial law that has been

planned since FDR and other presidents who have sold their soul to the Illuminati.

By their own words they are sold us out to the Illuminati.

The Mexicans are deploying up to 350,000 well armed and trained troops along the

border of Texas, AZ, NM, and Calif to launch an assault against the US followed by

units of the Chinese and Russian Military also in Mexico. Well over 1,000,000 UN

troops and a large number of Russian and Eastern European troops are training

living and operating inside the US and will be called into action when all of this hits.

Many special Russian forces are sleepers inside the US as cab drivers, limo drivers,

waiters, cooks, etc....until called. Russians are located in Canada, Alaska, Cuba,

South America for starters. A civil war orchestrated by our own government and the

European Illuminati covered by the Scottish rite masonry and the Vatican......will

take place making the UN the power. The North American Union, South American

Union, Asian Union and seven other Unions will all be formed by 2010. It is a fact

that this is going on. They even have over 3,000 concentration camps built by

Haliburton nationwide that are empty now but will be filled by Americans that go

against the New World Order.............bad times are coming that has never been

seen before.

The Chinese have already pretty much bought out our country and will send in

troops to protect those areas they have purchased.

reply posted on 25-3-2009 @ 11:43 PM by tgambill

The Chemtrails are allowed by the government as accomplished by UN aid. The

chemicals are used for different purposes one of which will be used to spread a

deadly virus. Others are to weaken the Immune system and in the process creates

breathing difficulty, miscarriages, heart attacks and high blood pressure...as well as

seizures for those with specific pre-existing conditions. Its in line with Kissinger's

Depopulation plan of NSSM 200. the trails consist of but not limited to Aluminum

Oxide, causing "rainbow" like colors in the coulds but they are rainbows, and

Barium Oxide and Barium Chloride. Since the 1990's they have been killing off the

honey bees. The bees account for 80% of our food supply by pollinating natural

grown food. So, with the death of the honey bees they will control our food supply,

called Food Genocide. Rockefeller, Rothschilds, Astor, Onassas, Russell, Reynolds,

Van Something or other, LI, and a total of 13 Illuminati families, which hides under

the guise of Freemasonry.

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 01:39 AM by CapsFan8
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The problem I had with the choices and the list is the redundancies. But these are

some good ones, on my mind no doubt. And quit complaining about #7, it happens

to be very interesting to me. You can take it off the list in 4 years. 

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 01:58 AM by mmiichael

Originally posted by tgambill

The conspiracy of a global government is almost complete after the next orchestrated 911.

When it happens and it will, the CIA has set up a crime wave that will use MS-13 gang

members nationwide to launch attacks. The KKK, militia and African American muslims will

clash and using the principles of the Helgelian Dialectic will predictably cause the average

American in the middle to accept the martial law that has been planned since FDR and

other presidents who have sold their soul to the Illuminati. By their own words they are sold

us out to the Illuminati.

The Mexicans are deploying up to 350,000 well armed and trained troops along the border

of Texas, AZ, NM, and Calif to launch an assault against the US followed by units of the

Chinese and Russian Military also in Mexico. Well over 1,000,000 UN troops and a large

number of Russian and Eastern European troops are training living and operating inside

the US and will be called into action when all of this hits. Many special Russian forces are

sleepers inside the US as cab drivers, limo drivers, waiters, cooks, etc....until called.

Russians are located in Canada, Alaska, Cuba, South America for starters. A civil war

orchestrated by our own government and the European Illuminati covered by the Scottish

rite masonry and the Vatican......will take place making the UN the power. The North

American Union, South American Union, Asian Union and seven other Unions will all be

formed by 2010. It is a fact that this is going on. They even have over 3,000 concentration

camps built by Haliburton nationwide that are empty now but will be filled by Americans

that go against the New World Order.............bad times are coming that has never been

seen before.

The Chinese have already pretty much bought out our country and will send in troops to

protect those areas they have purchased.

That's a pretty hefty case load. Now I don't doubt what you are saying, but this

needs more profile than a commentary on the ATS choices, which I agree is what

they want to present as the top issues. JFK...?

Mike

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 02:12 AM by mikerussellus

Just an FYI, I don't really get into theUFO stuff, but I was stationed at RAF

Bentwaters/Woodbridge (the UFO issues there) from 1983-1985 courtesy of the

USAF. There is something out there. Or so I have heard.

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 02:20 AM by Donny 4 million

reply to post by wtf2000

Interesting, sorta like the means the D Day invasion was carried out.
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The problem I see with your post is Who are they? and what could they do about it?

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 02:32 AM by Donny 4 million

reply to post by tgambill

Is'nt this why we have short and long range nucular weapons.

Will they be able to get all our guns first.

Can you document any of your claims?

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 02:52 AM by TiM3LoRd

for some reason when i had finished choosing my top ten the VOTE button was

missing so i couldn't vote. 

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 03:53 AM by Jazzyguy

Obama birth certificate conspiracy should be number one. 
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reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 04:54 AM by Asmus

Love the list.

Fascinating to me that the NWO agenda is, in itself, and agenda extended far

beyond our planet.

Would the pyramid of power so easily disappear beyond our earthly borders?

Bigger thinking. Perhaps some could be consolidated. Nonetheless...

Interesting indeed.

Thank you for putting the time and effort into this. It's enticing to see where

peoples priorities are.

Be In Peace.

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 06:02 AM by franspeakfree

   

Space Studies Degree www.APUS.edu

Online Degree in Space Studies. Complete Your
No Fee Application.

Are You Single? www.zoosk.com/Dating

Meet a Real Girl For Free on Zoosk Fastest
Growing Date Site-Join Now!

Gov. Grants - Free Money www.ResourceFinder.info

Receive Gov Grants To Pay Bills, Start A
Business or Get Education!

Agents freight brokers www.SammonsTrucking.com

Experienced agents needed with established
client base.
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Wow!

After readiing the top ten my back is tingling all over Estupendo! is the only word I

can use to describe this particular thread.

All I say for those that have reservations about 2012 research research research.

Thanks for an extremely enjoyable well written read ATS 

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 06:04 AM by Carlthulhu

Near enough. I'd still place 9/11 above NWO, because it would probably be the one

thing that could undo it.

Other than that, great list!

I still think a Flow-Chart would do much better, seeing as so many conspiracies tie

into each other.

This one simple sleeping device

may save your life...

The secret of how to learn a foreign

language in just 10 days. Read

here to find out...

Top cruise lines are giving away

their unsold cabins at up to 75%

off...

A proven snoring solution that may

save your life...

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 06:19 AM by ibegood2

These are all very good pic's,and in my opinion they are interwoven,for the agenda

for first choice, we need to set up a discusion board,to try and second guess the

fiend's of the so called order.who by the way play god and ruler of the planet day

after day, the only way it will stop is info, why do you think Rockefeller want's to

ban the internet, please i implore all of you to partake in hounding your seneteor or

congress rep's,whenever a bill concerning taking all are internet liberty's away,latly

they have been hiding items, along with pedophile issues,so make sure you read

between the lines.

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 07:35 AM by jimmyx

i'm in agreement with some people about #7, 2012. a conspirecy involves

cover-up. i have seen none of that from any one person, institution, government or

other entity regarding 2012. but as our fearless leaders say it's what has BEEN

DISCUSSED AS A CONSPIRECY that counts in this poll. methinks there is alot of

money to be made in the near future surrounding 2012, and that is the main

driving force.

[edit on 26-3-2009 by jimmyx]

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 07:54 AM by gottago

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Life is weird ......
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 7 minutes ago

I really dont like your 'Race'...oooooK,But why?
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 8 minutes ago

Homeland Security To Test Biological Sensors In

BREAKING New Documentary Investigates the
Death of Andrew Breitbart
  Posted 14 days ago with 94 member flags

Proof ATS is being watched!
  Posted 9 days ago with 83 member flags

Bilderberg Members Discuss Killing Ron Paul
  Posted 5 days ago with 81 member flags

My personal Vetting Of Barack Obama: I am now a
birther
  Posted 8 days ago with 80 member flags

While Americans keep arguing about Trayvon-
Zimmerman
  Posted 19 days ago with 79 member flags

"CIA are drug smugglers." - Federal Judge Bonner,
head of DEA- You don\'t get better proof than th
  Posted 10 days ago with 75 member flags

Code Name** Stellar Wind. Objective** Infiltrate All.
Chances For Sucess** High.
  Posted 10 days ago with 68 member flags

Grab Your Boomstick: The Zombie Apocalypse May
Actually Be Upon Us
  Posted 8 days ago with 60 member flags
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A great idea to hae members vote the top 10 and fascinating results.

I do agree with many here who have commented that #7 is the odd man out; 2012

is speculation about a purported cosmic event and not a CT controlled by humans.

To my mind, it ranks down there with Atlantis and Lemuria.

I'd much rather see global warming in that spot, because there you have a real

debate about the reality of the issue and the agendas of its proponents.

I was also glad to see the JFK assassination still so prominent, as this event is IMO

the defining moment that set the US on its present course--it is the conspiracy that

enabled all the others that followed and thus is crucially important to understanding

our present situation.

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 07:58 AM by Next_Heap_With

The 9/11 Attacks should not be on that list.....neither the US shadow

goverment.....because they are too NATIONAL.....

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 11:41 AM by The time lord

Are the conflicts In Somalia Darfur and Pakistan and Afghanistan not an act of

organised religion too, the West knows its its own demons and once the rest of the

world wakes up to their own then maybe people have a say without being

persecuted?

I think 9/11 is too far down the list, maybe on ATS it's a big issue or its just a

recent that is why its seen as important as some of the major issues.

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 12:45 PM by sadisticwoman

I don't agree with most of them, but hurray anyway.

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 03:57 PM by timewalker

That's great. Almost exactly my top three. my input #1 ET & UFO cover up, #2

NWO, #3 9/11. I listed in that order because I feel they are all tied together in that

order. Connections......

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 06:47 PM by harrytuttle

Originally posted by Jazzyguy

Obama birth certificate conspiracy should be number one. 

Wouldn't that fall under Shadow Government or NWO?

Of course it's difficult to say because it may simply not be a conspiracy at all, only

MBTA Tunnels
  Breaking Alternative News: 11 minutes ago

Federal Law Does NOT Unbind Delegates
  2012 US Elections: 24 minutes ago

Any Ideas about my strange encounter?
  The Gray Area: 24 minutes ago

Knesset votes against legalizing illegal West
Bank outposts.
  Middle East Issues: 33 minutes ago

New surveillance cameras will use computer
eyes to find 'pre crimes'
  New World Order: 33 minutes ago

FBI looks into possible White House leaks
  Breaking Alternative News: 35 minutes ago

Newest topics getting flags, in real-time:

Proof** that 'someone' is communicating to me
in dreams. **As near as possible, anyway.
  The Gray Area: 15 hours ago, 36 flags

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 25 flags

“Kill Scott Walker”: Angry libs flood Twitter with
death threats after Wisconsin recall defeat
  US Political Madness: 7 hours ago, 21 flags

Sexual Energy, Bio-Electricity, Or Kundalini
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 13 hours ago, 18 flags

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 16 flags

Land Of The Free No Longer
  General Conspiracies: 6 hours ago, 16 flags

1966 Bilderberg meeting documents - dumped
by whistle blower -
  New World Order: 6 hours ago, 14 flags

Death for singing? Pakistan search for
condemned wedding women
  Breaking Alternative News: 8 hours ago, 10 flags
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perceived as one by those who aren't convinced with the information that has

already been presented.

I feel it falls under the same category as Bush's 2000 Presidential appointment by

the U.S. Supreme Court. While some believe everything was done appropriately,

there are those who are not convinced by the information that was presented.

Which ever is the case there, it would still be difficult to prove not only that there is

a conspiracy, but that it is in fact tied to one specific secret organization (Shadow

Gov't / NWO).

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 07:17 PM by symmetricAvenger

wow, the number one thing that didnt even get onto a list

were did man come from, i would have thought all them others stem from how we

even got on this rock...

oh well 

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 07:18 PM by sojourn

Above top secret web site just conducted a survey to find out what most of its

viewers considered the #1 conspiracy. Not to my surprise the New World Order was

the major vote getter.

Well I thought the New World Order was #1 with the Global Economic collapse

being just the most current tactical move to bring it about. I have long felt PNAC,

Illuminati, Bilderbergers, Trilateral Commission, et.al., all being agents through

which these folks filter their efforts down to people and organizations that carry out

the tactics. I believe this effort goes back at least 100 years and the document

called “Protocols” being a rough blue print. Tactics included gaining control of the

global economic order, the global media, the global religious organizations, and the

leading global political organizations. I think it took all of these factors to create the

global environment that we have today that is ripe for the final coup d’etat or the

fait accompli.

9/11 was just a tactic to help gain unprecedented extra constitutional powers in a

unitary executive and to build the use of private armies while draining the American

economy and breaking down potential Islamic resistance.

The recent spate of scandals and s#xual indiscretions of leading political and

religious leaders was a tactic prescribed in the “Protocols” as a way of gaining

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:

Let's put it to bed:
  Rant: 9 hours ago, 120 replies

Suicide and thread warnings.
  Rant: 17 hours ago, 94 replies

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 86 replies

Why do most Religions say that sex is bad?
  Conspiracies in Religions: 8 hours ago, 64 replies

Ohio runner stops in state final to aid fallen
opponent
  Other Current Events: 6 hours ago, 57 replies

Cops Kill 1 Person a week with Tasers! Video(s)
  Other Current Events: 17 hours ago, 51 replies

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 47 replies

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 47 replies
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control over key people through either extortion or expose that would discredit

those who did not comply. It also served another tactic of the “Protocols” to

cynically discredit all leaders to further the tactic of increasing a global nihilism. All

of this to eliminate or reduce the influence of all organized groups that might serve

to rally people against these overlords from gaining complete control.

Kennedy may have been just one of the more noted victims of these Military-

Industrial-Political overlords who cut short any effort by Kennedy to extract the

U.S. from Vietnam .

What is seldom noted is that while conflicts like Vietnam and Iraq are very costly in

blood, treasury, and moral to our nation, it is very profitable for those who are

involved in international banking, oil, and arms; the very same folks behind the

New World Order. It has been a tremendous transference of wealth from people

and nations into the hands of a small number.

The real kicker is that this may have a timeline related to 2012. You see, people

had to be humbled first, i.e., the global economic meltdown that includes housing

value collapses, savings and pensions brought to ruin, and the loss of health

security. Many sense something of epic and cosmological proportions is about to

happen. There is a haunting thought that maybe there is an apocalypse coming.

The Bible tells Christians that there is, Muslims are told that there is, Zecharia

Sitchin, a Hebrew and Ancient civilizations scholar says that there is. The

“Protocols” says that they will introduce a “Messiah” when the time is sufficiently

dire for the people to be willing to accept almost anyone that promises to bring

peace and cessation of the pain. David Allen Rivera documents this plan from the

1770’s to Today and takes us through how the American Federal Reserve was used

to help bring this global collapse to fulfillment. The nexus between these New World

Order types and 2012 is that they have ties to mach occult ancient knowledge that

tells them that cosmic events will occur then, that will help pursued the doubters

that whatever is happening is the will of the gods.

So you see, most of these conspiracies are related. The unknown is if this has any

connection to aliens. If Sitchin is correct, these alien gods just may be using us for

their own amusement, much as we might manipulate icons in a computer game.

www.the7thfire.com...

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 07:44 PM by symmetricAvenger

reply to post by sojourn

I think that is my point here., it seems that most of the poeple focus on the small

points.

Why are we here and who made us should be always number one, for is that not

the reason we ask every single question on ats??

In some ways it seems we focus on the "small" tidbits then only to forget the bigger

main question the numero uno question..

why? and for what reason?

That would have been my top question, always has been always will be i guess. You

cant have the rest without that fundermental question that burns inside each and

every person on this planet.. all the rest seem to be the minipulation of man, but

not the reason for it?
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reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 08:36 PM by noroman

Hi there. I love this post, it really shows the top interests from the true conpiratour.

Now, i would like to add my thoughts on all this...Is it only me that belives many of

these theories really are connected, and is done for our best interest...not against

us, like many people like to belive.

New world Order = enslaving the people?

I dont belive that...too many people would crack under their own conscinousness,

knowing they childrens children would live in a 1984 society in the future.

Chemtrails = making us sick, depopulate the world? I dont think so...wouldnt that

force even those behind the scenes to breathe in the toxins? even royalties?

The list goes on and on...but here is my thought:

What if the Alien Agenda really is real? This would make it to the most important

agenda ever in human history, and give us the true answer that we are not

alone...but then again, add the idea that these beings are to some degree evil, from

a humans prespetcive. abducting, mutulate...and even capture humans to never

return them to earth...

I mean...if the higher officials that work on this, ever gonna disclosure the aliens

precens on earth, they had to answer why people being abducted, tested and so on

and on...too

I think making a one world government...put all states, and countries under one

would be the right thing to do in such scenario. One global currency...that would

not collapse when they at last reavele the truths behinds it all...we are not alone,

we are under surveillance, and that we may see an alien invasion sometime in the

future...

For us as the human race on this earth could never fight against such an invasion

without standing together. But that we atleast have a better chance to fight them, if

we stand together.

Bilderbergers making plan to enslave the mainstreet...just for their own

interests...not a chance! But making a group of high intelects, top economic

leaders, leaders of countries to get together, military top officials and so on...to

discuss the alien agenda in private, and to make a plan for how we as a humanity

and one can deal with maybe an aggresive alien race, and maybe a possible

invasion...

I just mean....put the Alien Agenda in all of these theories...and it kinda

fits...atleast for me.

I am not english or good with words, so i may have spelled words wrong and so

on...But i hope you get the line

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 08:54 PM by symmetricAvenger

reply to post by noroman

hey norm, i dont have a problem with the NWO as such i mean logicialy its

evolution of humans to have one world goverment and one world system.. people

freak out alot about it but i laugh alot and point to ants who are more or less

smarter than humans..

Team players ect, now then look at aliens or how or who made us.. that brings up

all sorts of crazy questions, myself i think aliens are real not because i watched

some youtube vid or have been abducted but i look at the glory of nature and the

heavens above me.. i know for sure somthing in the vastness we call home there
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are other biengs just as smart and smarter but just as lost lol!! lost in a very small

space..

Thats the quetion i think i like to ask, why do we even question it? why is life the

way it is?

well there is a reason for it all and i dont know for 100% what it is but i do know

this,,. we are here and that puts it over 60% for me and mathmaticaly that = 1

aliens are real just as you and me. agenda "dont know" goverment envolved "dont

think so" puppet masters "very deffinetly" aliesn chatting fighting our "iluminati

masters" Yep

the goverment is not the same as the people who run our planet..

that is the confusion many make.. the NWO is for humans to stop ripping each

other a new asshole imo..

And the alien agenda well... im not an alien but i hope the muppets running the

show dont sell us out to some "other" life form

but then aagain we are a fikkle bunch aint we.. /me rolls eyes

reply posted on 26-3-2009 @ 11:48 PM by tgambill

"New world Order = enslaving the people?

I dont belive that...too many people would crack under their own conscinousness,

knowing they childrens children would live in a 1984 society in the future."

****Their children's children they believe will be taken care of and the rest will be

slaves unable to reproduce as the cervical cancer vaccination is an experimental

sterilization vaccination masked under the Hoax that it will fight Cervical cancer.

NOT EVEN CLOSE. It has already killed 11 girls since 2007 and 2008.....the WHO

lies and are covering up a deadly agenda.

"Chemtrails = making us sick, depopulate the world? I dont think so...wouldnt that

force even those behind the scenes to breathe in the toxins? even royalties?"

*****The chemtrails are being spread in major populated areas to include Chicago,

Dallas, Atlanta, and many others to set up the flu pandemic and for other reasons

due to the mix... It is a fact that Kissinger and Haig's plan NSSM 200 is the actual

plan unclassed and the classified version. They are going to kill millions

soon...FACT...........google the actual NSSM 200. They have it all worked out.........

I went public in 2005, google Thomas Gambill + Kosovo and you will see about

Kosovo. The UN is the evil organization on a high level......but those below have no

idea........not a clue of their evil agenda and their agenda is well documented and

the existence of the Unified conspiracy is 100% irrefutable.................

reply posted on 27-3-2009 @ 01:12 AM by OrangeJuice

9/11 was my top choice. This is because I believe it brings all world borders to an

end with no end or as a comparison a war that has no end. UFO cover ups were my

second and NWO the 3rd. I chose NWO 3rd for one reason only, these architects

control the info that unravels the mystery surrounding my first 2 choices. 

This is a tad off topic but I have to mention the Infowar commercial running on my

local radio station for efoodseeds? or something like that and it talks about people

who believe the official 9/11 story don't need food  I only heard it once and that
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was late at night I wish infowars could play it through the day  It's a funny sad

commercial but more funny than sad, the unbelievers must be robots.

reply posted on 27-3-2009 @ 02:00 AM by spacecowgirl

Originally posted by Jazzyguy

Obama birth certificate conspiracy should be number one. 

Does Obama's birth certificate interfere with your ability to breathe AIR????? NO!!!!

Chemtrail poison has to be a NUMBER ONE conspiracy of the worst magnitude!

Foolish people who do not see breathing as number one!

reply posted on 27-3-2009 @ 02:48 AM by wayno

This turned out much more enlightening than I expected. I think the

interconnections are fascinating.

For those unsure about #7, don't forget the conspiracy about underground bunkers

and all, presumably for the safety of the elite during the 2012 "event" and the issue

of "camps" for the internment of masses of citizens in the chaos of the "event". It

all fits together.
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reply posted on 27-3-2009 @ 03:47 AM by Donny 4 million

reply to post by tgambill

Have you posted a thread on your thoughts?

If not, why not debate them in a seperate forum?

reply posted on 27-3-2009 @ 07:07 AM by Next_Heap_With

were the 7/7 attacks even on the list to vote????

second line

[edit on 27-3-2009 by Next_Heap_With]

   

Occult videos on YouTube

Paranormal activity documented

YouTube occult channels

youtube.com/BUTCHYKID624
AdChoices
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reply posted on 28-3-2009 @ 12:02 PM by Mak Manto

I have to say, I was surprised that the "US Shadow Government" wasn't higher.

But amazing thread. I think it's a good "topic" for any new person who doesn't

know much about conspiracies.

This one simple sleeping device

may save your life...

The secret of how to learn a foreign

language in just 10 days. Read

here to find out...

Top cruise lines are giving away

their unsold cabins at up to 75%

off...

A proven snoring solution that may

save your life...

reply posted on 28-3-2009 @ 03:28 PM by tgambill

What better place that to debate them on a forum that includes the Conspiracy

truths.......? However, I'll move on anyway, the truth will become apparent when

the Mexicans, Chinese, Russians and UN troops land their assualt plans on the U.S.

as supported by our government and soon......Martial law is not far off.

reply posted on 28-3-2009 @ 11:01 PM by Donny 4 million

reply to post by tgambill

I am not sure if you are in, a way replying to my sugestion that you start another

thread or not. The problem as I see it is that it is an interesting subject.

One that I would like to discuss BUT it is not on topic with this thread and we could

both be busted for being off topic. Not trying to chase you away.

reply posted on 29-3-2009 @ 01:20 AM by jkrog08

Nice,it is always great to have a good,easy to find reference point on the main

theories.Good job ATS!

reply posted on 29-3-2009 @ 10:22 AM by Justice69

Not suprised by any of them actually.The New World Order is at least 40 years old

maybe even longer(no pun intended!).I find it interesting to find sites about it

predicting the police state as far back as the Carter years.All of them say its close

now.A few more years.Well 40 years and counting so far.Interesting nonetheless.

reply posted on 29-3-2009 @ 07:48 PM by Seaman_Richie

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Life is weird ......
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 8 minutes ago

I really dont like your 'Race'...oooooK,But why?
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 9 minutes ago

Homeland Security To Test Biological Sensors In
MBTA Tunnels
  Breaking Alternative News: 12 minutes ago

Federal Law Does NOT Unbind Delegates
  2012 US Elections: 25 minutes ago

Any Ideas about my strange encounter?
  The Gray Area: 25 minutes ago

Knesset votes against legalizing illegal West
Bank outposts.
  Middle East Issues: 34 minutes ago

New surveillance cameras will use computer
eyes to find 'pre crimes'
  New World Order: 34 minutes ago

FBI looks into possible White House leaks
  Breaking Alternative News: 36 minutes ago

BREAKING New Documentary Investigates the
Death of Andrew Breitbart
  Posted 14 days ago with 94 member flags

Proof ATS is being watched!
  Posted 9 days ago with 83 member flags

Bilderberg Members Discuss Killing Ron Paul
  Posted 5 days ago with 81 member flags

My personal Vetting Of Barack Obama: I am now a
birther
  Posted 8 days ago with 80 member flags

While Americans keep arguing about Trayvon-
Zimmerman
  Posted 19 days ago with 79 member flags

"CIA are drug smugglers." - Federal Judge Bonner,
head of DEA- You don\'t get better proof than th
  Posted 10 days ago with 75 member flags

Code Name** Stellar Wind. Objective** Infiltrate All.
Chances For Sucess** High.
  Posted 10 days ago with 68 member flags

Grab Your Boomstick: The Zombie Apocalypse May
Actually Be Upon Us
  Posted 8 days ago with 60 member flags
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Looks great with the exception of 7.

reply posted on 29-3-2009 @ 09:29 PM by SkepticOverlord

Originally posted by Justice69

The New World Order is at least 40 years old maybe even longer...

At least 69 years since the term was first used by a conspiracy theorist.

THE NEW WORLD ORDER

H. G. WELLS

THE NEW WORLD ORDER

Whether it is attainable, how it can be attained, and what sort of world a world at

peace will have to be.

First Published . . January 1940.

THE END OF AN AGE

IN THIS SMALL BOOK I want to set down as compactly, clearly and usefully as

possible the gist of what I have learnt about war and peace in the course of my life. I

am not going to write peace propaganda here. I am going to strip down certain

general ideas and realities of primary importance to their framework, and so prepare

a nucleus of useful knowledge for those who have to go on with this business of

making a world peace. I am not going to persuade people to say "Yes, yes" for a

world peace; already we have had far too much abolition of war by making

declarations and signing resolutions; everybody wants peace or pretends to want

peace, and there is no need to add even a sentence more to the vast volume of

such ineffective stuff. I am simply attempting to state the things we must do and the

price we must pay for world peace if we really intend to achieve it.

reply posted on 29-3-2009 @ 09:32 PM by symmetricAvenger

still kinda amzing that god or how we got here didnt make it into the list.. is that

not the biggest conspircy ever?

or am i missing something?

I mean we dont know Who or what put us here so wouldnt the rest automaticly fall

under that?

or do we know why we are here? 

reply posted on 30-3-2009 @ 12:06 AM by tgambill

The World Revolution plans and agenda was finished exactly on May 1, 1776,

leading to the hoax of us fighting fo Liberty which was instigated by very good

Newest topics getting flags, in real-time:

Proof** that 'someone' is communicating to me
in dreams. **As near as possible, anyway.
  The Gray Area: 15 hours ago, 36 flags

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 25 flags

“Kill Scott Walker”: Angry libs flood Twitter with
death threats after Wisconsin recall defeat
  US Political Madness: 7 hours ago, 21 flags

Sexual Energy, Bio-Electricity, Or Kundalini
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 13 hours ago, 18 flags

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 16 flags

Land Of The Free No Longer
  General Conspiracies: 6 hours ago, 16 flags

1966 Bilderberg meeting documents - dumped
by whistle blower -
  New World Order: 6 hours ago, 14 flags

Death for singing? Pakistan search for
condemned wedding women
  Breaking Alternative News: 8 hours ago, 10 flags

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:

Let's put it to bed:
  Rant: 9 hours ago, 120 replies

Suicide and thread warnings.
  Rant: 17 hours ago, 94 replies

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 86 replies

Why do most Religions say that sex is bad?
  Conspiracies in Religions: 8 hours ago, 64 replies

Ohio runner stops in state final to aid fallen
opponent
  Other Current Events: 6 hours ago, 57 replies

Cops Kill 1 Person a week with Tasers! Video(s)
  Other Current Events: 17 hours ago, 51 replies

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
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speakers from the Illuminati and Masons of the European Scotish rite in the day.

Adam Weishaupt formed the plan as retained by the Rothschilds......fact.

reply posted on 30-3-2009 @ 04:01 AM by mmiichael

Originally posted by tgambill

The World Revolution plans and agenda was finished exactly on May 1, 1776, leading to

the hoax of us fighting fo Liberty which was instigated by very good speakers from the

Illuminati and Masons of the European Scotish rite in the day. Adam Weishaupt formed the

plan as retained by the Rothschilds......fact.

Somewhere in the remote past I remember reading a claim that George

Washington was actually Weishaupt. Maddeningly, Madoff looks just like

Washington. Not my imagination.

I'm thankful the Rothschilds et al at least allowed us to have nearly two and a half

centuries with the illusion we had some choices in our affairs before clamping down.

The Old World Order was fun while it lasted.

Mike

reply posted on 30-3-2009 @ 05:12 PM by scaldwell

its important that we stick to what we can prove. the rest is nice to ponder, but

without evidence, no one will listen

www.disinfomatrix.com...

reply posted on 31-3-2009 @ 01:29 AM by tgambill

the evidence is overwhelming when put together........three failed but planned

military coup of the US government by the US government in 1933, 1960-1963 and

third, 1972-1974.....

fact that Mexico declared martial law several weeks ago and reported once on fox

  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 47 replies

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 47 replies
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news but taken off the air and not reported since.......

check this out.....

they are in total control of the process. they have in fact started two world wars as

planned; accomplished all the wars from 1900 to 1933 that General Butler wrote

the "War is a Racket" about........they have assassinated every president or

controlled every president we have ever had since Washington to Obama. Obama is

completely controlled to read the prompter and sign the orders that BUSH, Clinton

And Bush Jr has implemented....every single one. We have faked the war on terror,

to justify the disingration of the Constitution which has now been complete. They

planned 911 to justify the necessary Acts making the world believe we are fighting

Islamic terrorist and Bin Laden is part of the planning when the CIA, Mossad and

MI5 and 6 + are the planners and orchestrators of the 911 phase. They have

planned and caused every single depression, recession and inflationary period to

create wealth and panic, and create wars as a result......to foment their plan for

world control phase by phase and step by step perfectly. Some mistakes and

miscalculations were made but they recovered, and either blackmailed, murdered,

assassinated, threatened, killed a relative, demonized a leader, bribed a

congressman or murdered a congressman to get the job done. Presently there are

in fact over 350,000 Mexican soldiers who are well armed and equipped to start

joint operations in the US working with Chinese and Russian troops in Mexico,

confirmed by reliable sources that I have and few will ever know about......UN

troops in the US, concentration camps in the US, trains to take people there,

Russians in Cuba, South America, Canadian border, and Alaska. Sleepers are in the

US as we speak. Now, they WILL shut down the Internet, close the banks, crash the

dollar and spread a disease pandemic that will dwarf the flu pandemics in history.

Look at a nuclear or neutron bomb going off in one or more cities and all this will

take place fast.....the CIA is working with MS-13 and LGF crime gang members

NATIONWIDE to start a crime wave in over 3,500 cities.....good cops will be

disarmed and the felons being released in the prisons under the lie of overcrowding

will make way for empty cells for those hard core Christian underground and

coalition forces that are on the side of the constitution and against the New World

Order. The Obama Civilian security force will consist of felons released from the

prisons, armed and they have in FACT been indoctrinated into a program called the

"Christian Identify" which is designed to indoctrinate them into the New Age

Movement which is a cover term for a remade form of Nazism. You can actually

compare tenant for tenant on a matrix nazism vs New Age Movement and the are

the same just the words and terms are masked.......They use felons for loyal

security forces in both Nazism and the NEW AGE MOVEMENT to be used by the New

World Order..............google all of this in any form and you will see that it will be

verified. the planners in fact worship Lucifer in ritual and dedicate their newborn

infants to the service of Lucifer/Satan..........that is the common thread.

reply posted on 31-3-2009 @ 01:53 AM by tgambill

"Somewhere in the remote past I remember reading a claim that George

Washington was actually Weishaupt. Maddeningly, Madoff looks just like

Washington. Not my imagination. "

*****100% pure bunk. The facts are irrefutable and unchallenged except by

Masons and Illuminati agenteurs. George Washington was a Mason that didn't learn

about this until He was sent a copy of the "Proofs of a Conspiracy" by John Robison

and sent by Rev. Snyder. Adam Weishaupt turned Thomas Jefferson around to

protect him from prosecution. Now, unless George Washington wrote Thomas

Jefferson in personal letters blasting him for protecting Adam Weishaupt, who this

false claim mentions was also George Washington, history didn't say the

Washington had a split personality....lol....  Go back and do better research. I

have researched this extensively and can give you word for word his specific

memoirs...dates and years. John Adams and George Washington were aghast as

Jefferson's turn to help the Illuminati survive. The Continential masons were not

aware as the masons of today; of the Masons, Scottish Rite, 33rd degree and
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higher are involved with this Luciferian agenda. By they way, Robert Shueller, Billy

Graham and even the Pope are 33rd + degree masons....imagine that.

"I'm thankful the Rothschilds et al at least allowed us to have nearly two and a half

centuries with the illusion we had some choices in our affairs before clamping

down."

*****you better go back to the drawing board.

They,Illuminati are in total control of the process. they have in fact started two

world wars as planned; accomplished all the wars from 1900 to 1933 that General

Butler wrote the "War is a Racket" about........they have assassinated every

president or controlled every president we have ever had since Washington to

Obama. Obama is completely controlled to read the prompter and sign the orders

that BUSH, Clinton And Bush Jr has implemented....every single one. We have

faked the war on terror, to justify the disingration of the Constitution which has

now been complete. They planned 911 to justify the necessary Acts making the

world believe we are fighting Islamic terrorist and Bin Laden is part of the planning

when the CIA, Mossad and MI5 and 6 + are the planners and orchestrators of the

911 phase. They have planned and caused every single depression, recession and

inflationary period to create wealth and panic, and create wars as a result......to

foment their plan for world control phase by phase and step by step perfectly.

Some mistakes and miscalculations were made but they recovered, and either

blackmailed, murdered, assassinated, threatened, killed a relative, demonized a

leader, bribed a congressman or murdered a congressman to get the job done.

Presently there are in fact over 350,000 Mexican soldiers who are well armed and

equipped to start joint operations in the US working with Chinese and Russian

troops in Mexico, confirmed by reliable sources that I have and few will ever know

about......UN troops in the US, concentration camps in the US, trains to take people

there, Russians in Cuba, South America, Canadian border, and Alaska. Sleepers are

in the US as we speak. Now, they WILL shut down the Internet, close the banks,

crash the dollar and spread a disease pandemic that will dwarf the flu pandemics in

history. Look at a nuclear or neutron bomb going off in one or more cities and all

this will take place fast.....the CIA is working with MS-13 and LGF crime gang

members NATIONWIDE to start a crime wave in over 3,500 cities.....good cops will

be disarmed and the felons being released in the prisons under the lie of

overcrowding will make way for empty cells for those hard core Christian

underground and coalition forces that are on the side of the constitution and

against the New World Order. The Obama Civilian security force will consist of

felons released from the prisons, armed and they have in FACT been indoctrinated

into a program called the "Christian Identify" which is designed to indoctrinate them

into the New Age Movement which is a cover term for a remade form of Nazism.

You can actually compare tenant for tenant on a matrix nazism vs New Age

Movement and the are the same just the words and terms are masked.......They

use felons for loyal security forces in both Nazism and the NEW AGE MOVEMENT to

be used by the New World Order..............

google all of this in any form and you will see that it will be verified. The planners,

Illuminati of today, hiding in the Masons, Vatican and zionist Jews, with the US

Illuminati, Rockefeller, Bilderberger Brzezinski, Obama's main handler are very

much alive. In fact the Illuminati worship Lucifer in ritual and dedicate their

newborn infants to the service of Lucifer/Satan..........that is the common thread.

"The Old World Order was fun while it lasted. "

*****Don't even try to divert this one.....the Illuminati joined the Masons in July

1782 at the congress of Wilhemsbad. They, the Knight Templar and many other

sister organizations are still there. In fact, they have a plan to destroy the Catholic

Church with a grand announcement and soon. It will be a LIE!!!!!!!!

Bush, another Luciferian, and whose father, Prescott, was one of the puppets that

helped to fund Hitler in 1928, fact.....along with Duponts, Rockefellers...and

Rothschilds.....
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www.youtube.com...

Kissinger the liar and Luciferian...........new world order. The Zionist in power now

are not even real Jews by bloodline. They are Eastern Europeans without a country

until 700 AD they switched to Judism. the Real jews will take over when the time is

right. The Zionist movment of 1897 was formed to set the wheels of war in motion.

www.youtube.com...

Alex Jones, Ron Paul, Naomi Wolf [Rhodes Scholar should give you a hint], Michael

Moore work for the Illuminati by being part of a fifth column strategy.....

Clinton, [Rhodes Scholar, imagine that], and another traitor as was FDR....

www.youtube.com...

Gordon Brown......lol..>

www.youtube.com...

March 4, 1939 - Quote from a report of the secret committee by President

Roosevelt,; FDR himself.....a masons and puppet of the Illuminati

“I am making no concessions to business, or for relief. I have a military machine

sufficient to stop any organized revolt. I am putting MY PEOPLE ahead of all

instruments. I’ll have had a full understanding with Chamberlain, and we will

destroy this unemployed condition with a WAR, and a WAR only. To Hell with the

American people, as far as a Democracy is concerned. It does not exist. It never

did, and we will never let it happen that way. I am going to crush business, infest

America with all the aliens possible, and in the last analysis, declare Martial Law,

and confiscate everything I need for a true and forceful Dictatorship. My New Deal

is a failure, and I know it, but no one else will tell me that I must discontinue my

present activities, and program.”

From the Secret Audience with the Military Appropriation Committee;

The Ways and Means Committee;

The Special War Finance Committee;

This copy was presented to me by mail through Senator Lundeen.” “The Red Fog

Over America” by William Guy Carr, 1955.

In 1841 Clinton Roosevelt published in America “The Science of Government

Founded on Natural Laws”, This was nothing more than a plagiarized version of the

teachings of Professor Adam Weishaupt of Frankfort University, Germany, the

renegade Jesuit priest who arranged for the agenteur of the Illuminati to infiltrate

into French Freemasonary in 1776 so “The Secret Power” which directed the World

Revolutionary Movement, and the Conspiracy of Satan, at that time could use

Freemasonsary to further their secret plans and ambitious and at the same time

cloak their diabolitical purpose.

The fact that FDR’s New Deal, his NRA, and other political policies and economic

devices fitted perfectly into the “Long Range Plans”, of the Illuminati proved the

continuity of the conspiracy from 1841 to 1945. It has been explained that

Roosevelt made known his secret plans to establish a dictatorship in American in

March 1939 when he gave a secret audience to some of his governments special

committee. It has also been mentioned that Roosevelt was kept a virtual prisoner

from after Yalta until his death presumably to prevent him telling the truth in the

event his conscience troubled him when he realized that he was about to meet his

maker.

reply posted on 31-3-2009 @ 01:59 AM by tgambill
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NO problem, these posts are exactly with the current thread as they are details of

the "conspiracy theories". In fact it is a one conspiracy and is referred to as a

unified conspiracy. Its is not separate from the others as all of them are just parts

of the one major endgame. this is the exact point I'm trying to get

across...............

reply posted on 2-4-2009 @ 10:53 AM by orderedchaos

Nice compilation.

Although I wouldn't change a one, i guess i'd have liked to see something in the list

about Paul being dead- mainly due to the many years and ways people have

considered and argued the "McCartney, alive or dead" conspiracy.

reply posted on 3-4-2009 @ 10:15 PM by Amelie

Great jobs guys, it's great to be a part of this.

reply posted on 6-5-2009 @ 11:21 AM by getreadyalready

reply to post by ZeroGhost

Hi ZeroGhost,

Great thought! How do we put this information to the best use. This forum has

some extremely intelligent people that should be able to connect some dots and

make suggestions for a plan. I agree we have to avoid the consumer mindset and

change our personal actions and thoughts if we are ever going to advance beyond

this point. We are at a tipping point, will we move forward consciously, or blow

ourselves backwards with technology we are not collectively ready for?!?

Post your ideas of how to use this list and our collective opinions to make a

significant change!

reply posted on 15-5-2009 @ 05:57 AM by l_e_cox

getreadyalready makes a very good point.

These results indicate something of a consensus. A lot of people find the data that

relates to what is usually called "NWO" extensive and verified enough for it to be

seen as a very real threat to human liberty and human survival.

It is time, at this level of discussion, to start considering how that which seems

inevitable might yet be averted.

Part of what might be necessary to move forward in this direction is to let some

people and ideas into the group that have been, in the past, largely shunned. I am

one such person.

This same basic "NWO" phenomenon was fingered in a talk recorded by L. Ron

Hubbard in 1967. I did not hear that recording until 1981. It is called "Ron's Journal
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67" and it is available. His people have been working on this problem (among other

things) since that time. I should know; I was a member of his group for 26 years.

By 1967 LRH had already developed data on such diverse subjects as alien

interventions, Atlantis, the past occupants of Mars and other pieces of the puzzle.

He started releasing his findings around 1952, with most findings solidly verified (in

his mind, anyway) by the mid-1960's. I see his followers as allies, if not leaders, in

the fight to regain (or maybe really gain for the first time in a long time) our

freedoms and the chance to build a future that could possibly be happier than past

"futures" have been. Yet these people are habitually reviled on the internet over

incidents that are probably mostly untrue.

We could spin like tops until the end of time about the fact that a whole planet is

somehow allowing a little band of criminals to run amok right in front of our faces.

(I should mention that both Hal9000 and sojourn have a better-than-usual

appreciation for what's going on.) But I think you deserve a briefing on what the

Scientologists and their friends are doing about it. I am not, by the way, telling you

anything that is a secret.

The plan centers around the deployment of LRH technologies that empower

individuals. They range from what could be called "remedial" technologies that

combat illiteracy, drug abuse, criminality, and moral degradation up to various

mental and spiritual technologies that improve a person's ability to survive. They

also reach up into technologies that help groups to survive.

Concurrently, there is an admittedly vicious campaign being run against a group

that has a consistent record of playing into the hands of the NWO and forwarding

its goals - psychiatry. The goal here is to de-fund them.

LRH's group, via the Church of Scientology, is coordinating these efforts. Again, this

is not a secret. They are also very aware, especially their leadership, of the stakes

involved for Mankind.

They are pushing very hard on church members for the funding and other support

needed to move these actions forward. This includes vigorous attempts to increase

the membership.

A small armada of posters on the internet have managed to turn these efforts into

just another attack on an already over-attacked population. Thus most church

members do not bother to post their thoughts and opinions on the web. I am one of

the exceptions.

I can only hope that, barring the availability of convincing and reliable data (which

is extremely difficult to come by on the internet, or anywhere for that matter) that

those who are interested in the cause of "denying ignorance" re-assess which

people are on which side of these issues.

It is not easy to stand for the truth when it is so difficult to be certain what the

truth is. I believe in giving those who are at least trying the benefit of the doubt.
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reply posted on 15-5-2009 @ 07:56 AM by getreadyalready

reply to post by l_e_cox

Kudos for making the post and defending LRH and Scientology. I am not familiar

with the 'real' aspects of scientology, and I am a victim of the over-hyped negative

image. I have read most of Dianetics, and I have always been intrigued by Mr.

Hubbards incites.

If this is a group organized against the NWO, MSM, etc., then I agree that we could

benefit by knowing more about their efforts, and help them, or tailor our own

efforts to be beneficial.

Please share more if you can. Possibly start another thread for discussion of it!

reply posted on 18-5-2009 @ 11:57 PM by tgambill

   

Space Studies Degree www.APUS.edu

Online Degree in Space Studies. Complete Your
No Fee Application.

Gov. Grants - Free Money www.ResourceFinder.info

Receive Gov Grants To Pay Bills, Start A
Business or Get Education!

DRS Thermal Cameras DRSinfrared.com/WatchMaster

Infrared, heat-sensing IP cameras for security
and surveillance

Want a Girlfriend? www.zoosk.com/Dating

Meet a Real Girl For Free on Zoosk Fastest
Growing Date Site-Join Now!
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The New World Order in the US started exactly on May 1, 1776 by Adam Weishaupt

retained by the Rothschilds to write it up......true story. The original plans go back

to the Old Testament and masons after Nimrod.

reply posted on 18-5-2009 @ 11:58 PM by tgambill

Scientology works for the NWO.....perfectly.

"Her clever $5 wrinkle therapy
angers botox doctors. We reveal
how…"

Do not buy until you read this 4
week study on the results of using
the E-Cigarette to quit smoking.

Turn $200 worth of pocket change
into a whopping pile of cash with
"dirt cheap" penny stocks.

You could meet President Obama
for dinner. Sign up and get started!

reply posted on 27-5-2009 @ 11:53 AM by Skydancer

I'm so impressed, I know I am among my peers.

reply posted on 25-6-2009 @ 08:03 PM by obamausa8

This is an interesting discussion.. thank you for sharing.

Removed off topic link.

[edit on 25-6-2009 by dbates]

reply posted on 4-7-2009 @ 01:33 PM by smartintentions

cooooooooooolllllllllll

reply posted on 25-5-2010 @ 09:35 PM by pmb150

LIKE IT LOVE IT, WANT MORE OF IT...

reply posted on 11-6-2010 @ 02:00 AM by Freddi-Fupo

Very good list 

I do Question having the year 2012 on the list.

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Life is weird ......
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 9 minutes ago

I really dont like your 'Race'...oooooK,But why?
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 10 minutes ago

Homeland Security To Test Biological Sensors In
MBTA Tunnels
  Breaking Alternative News: 13 minutes ago

Federal Law Does NOT Unbind Delegates
  2012 US Elections: 26 minutes ago

Any Ideas about my strange encounter?
  The Gray Area: 26 minutes ago

Knesset votes against legalizing illegal West
Bank outposts.
  Middle East Issues: 35 minutes ago

New surveillance cameras will use computer
eyes to find 'pre crimes'
  New World Order: 35 minutes ago

FBI looks into possible White House leaks
  Breaking Alternative News: 37 minutes ago

BREAKING New Documentary Investigates the
Death of Andrew Breitbart
  Posted 14 days ago with 94 member flags

Proof ATS is being watched!
  Posted 9 days ago with 83 member flags

Bilderberg Members Discuss Killing Ron Paul
  Posted 5 days ago with 81 member flags

My personal Vetting Of Barack Obama: I am now a
birther
  Posted 8 days ago with 80 member flags

While Americans keep arguing about Trayvon-
Zimmerman
  Posted 19 days ago with 79 member flags

"CIA are drug smugglers." - Federal Judge Bonner,
head of DEA- You don\'t get better proof than th
  Posted 10 days ago with 75 member flags

Code Name** Stellar Wind. Objective** Infiltrate All.
Chances For Sucess** High.
  Posted 10 days ago with 68 member flags

Grab Your Boomstick: The Zombie Apocalypse May
Actually Be Upon Us
  Posted 8 days ago with 60 member flags
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It is a bench mark made by a socity that collaped and their calender just stopped

on that date.

reply posted on 16-6-2010 @ 08:35 PM by ilovehoaxes

who knows who

yfrog.com...

is?

reply posted on 22-8-2010 @ 07:33 PM by b2cshop11

Spam removed

[edit on 22/8/10 by masqua]

reply posted on 24-9-2010 @ 03:37 AM by qyangluo

reply posted on 12-10-2010 @ 04:31 PM by jimrosh

Newest topics getting flags, in real-time:

Proof** that 'someone' is communicating to me
in dreams. **As near as possible, anyway.
  The Gray Area: 15 hours ago, 36 flags

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
OUT LIES!!!
  Deconstructing Disinformation: 9 hours ago, 25 flags

“Kill Scott Walker”: Angry libs flood Twitter with
death threats after Wisconsin recall defeat
  US Political Madness: 7 hours ago, 21 flags

Sexual Energy, Bio-Electricity, Or Kundalini
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 13 hours ago, 18 flags

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 16 flags

Land Of The Free No Longer
  General Conspiracies: 6 hours ago, 16 flags

1966 Bilderberg meeting documents - dumped
by whistle blower -
  New World Order: 6 hours ago, 14 flags

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 10 flags

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:

Let's put it to bed:
  Rant: 9 hours ago, 120 replies

Suicide and thread warnings.
  Rant: 17 hours ago, 94 replies

Islam the Religion of Peace? I don't think so...
  General Conspiracies: 12 hours ago, 86 replies

Why do most Religions say that sex is bad?
  Conspiracies in Religions: 8 hours ago, 64 replies

Ohio runner stops in state final to aid fallen
opponent
  Other Current Events: 6 hours ago, 57 replies

Cops Kill 1 Person a week with Tasers! Video(s)
  Other Current Events: 17 hours ago, 51 replies

Surgeon: Remove Kidneys for Transplant Before
Donor's Death
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reply posted on 9-1-2011 @ 09:23 AM by Vidoq

love this list,order is right..

just dont understand why worl press dont speek abaut this,half of thi thins can be

explain and there is loot of evidence for every of this suject,example, ufos r seen

and taped every day,photos..

if just one is not fake that mean they exist and they r here,and one photo or video

is real i m shure.

press play stupid all the time. why is that?
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  Breaking Alternative News: 10 hours ago, 47 replies

Your News source: Spins, Slants or STRAIGHT
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